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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE NEW JERSEY PINELANDS COMMISSION AND THE NEW JERSEY
BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
I.

PURPOSE

This Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") is entered into between the New Jersey Pinelands
Commission (the "Commission") and the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities (the "BPU").
The Commission is an independent political subdivision of the State of New Jersey created
pursuant to Section 4 of the Pinelands Protection Act, N.J.S.A. 13-:18A-1, et seq., and charged
with the implementation of the Act and the Pinelands "Comprehensive.Management Plan" (the
"CMP"), N.J.A.C. 7:50. The Commission is- also the planning entity .authorized under Section
502 of the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978: The Commission is authorized by the
Pinelands Protection Act at N.J.S.A. 13:18A-6.g..to enter in to any and all agreements or
contract, execute any and all instruments, and do and perform any and all things necessary,
convenient or desirable for the purposes of the Pinelands Commission or to carry out any power
expressly given in the Act.
The BPLJ is an independent political subdivision of the State o~f New Jersey charged with general
supervision of and jurisdiction over New Jersey public utilities~.ncluding the functions, powers
and duties assigned to it pursuant to N.J.S.A. 4.8:2-1 et seq. and 52':18A-2.1 and is allocated in,
but not part of, the Department of Treasury pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. 001-1994.
In order to comply with air :quality standards; the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection ("NJDEP") ordered the $.L. England`.electrical generation plant at Beesleys Point,
Upper Township, Cape. May County ("BLE plant") either to cease operations or to repower its
existing coal-and oil-fired boilers with natural gas combustion turbine technology to dramatically
reduce air pollution.from the BLE Plant.. May 18, 2012 Amended Administrative Consent Order
between NJDEI' and RC Cape May Holdings, LLC. The BLE plant is located within the
boundaries of the Pinelarids National Reserve, but outside of the State-designated Pinelands
Area.. The BLE plant is owned and operated by RC Cape May Holdings, LLC and is located
within the:service area granted to South Jersey Gas(SJG)by the BPU.
To provide the natural gas required to repower the BLE Plant, SJG determined that it would need
to construct a new:natural gas pipeline to the Plant. Additionally, the need for this new natural
gas pipeline provided STG with the opportunity to address the vulnerability of the entire
southernmost portion of its service territory, from the Cape May Gate Station south, which is
currently only served by a single feed supply. SJG, subsequently, submitted a petition to the
BPU for its approval to construct an approximately 22-mile, 24-inch natural gas transmission
pipeline with a m~imum allowable operating pressure of 700 psig. Additionally, on November
6, 2013, SJG also submitted a petition to the BPU seeking a determination and Order pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40:SSD-19 that any zoning, site plan review or other municipal land use ordinances or
regulations promulgated by the affected municipalities and counties shall not apply to the siting
of or construction and operation ofthe proposed gas pipeline.
The proposed gas pipeline would traverse through portions of both the State-designated
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Pinelands Area (the "Pinelands Area") and the Pinelands National Reserve (the "PNR")(referred
to together herein as the "Pinelands"). With regard to the portion in the Pinelands Area, SJG
proposes to construct approximately 15-miles of pipeline beneath existing paved portions and/or
disturbed shoulders of Union Road(CR 671), NJ Route 49, Cedar Avenue, Mill Road (CR 557),
NJ Route 50, Mt. Pleasant-Tuckahoe Road (CR 664) and New York Avenue. Approximately
10.2 miles of the proposed pipeline would be located within a Forest Area, 2 miles within Rural
Development Area and 2.8 Miles in Pinelands Village. Additionally, approximately 7 miles of
the pipeline would traverse through the federally-designated PNR to the BLE plant.
In addition to providing gas to the BLE plant, the portion of the proposed natural gas
transmission line to be located within a Forest Area significantly enhances the reliability of
SJG's natural gas service system in the southern and eastern portions of its service area (Cape
May and Atlantic Counties, respectively.) Currently, SJG,services its customers located in Cape
May County via an existing 16-inch feeder line. Moreover, an existing 20-inch gas supply
pipeline is the major feeder line to the eastern and southern parts of SJG's service territory.
Given the current lack of an alternate supply line, a 'failure iri.either of these existing pipelines,
especially during the cold weather months, could subject up to 140,000 of SJG's existing
customers to long term gas outages, thereby placing the safety -and welfare of these customers at
risk. The proposed gas pipeline is expected to greatly enla.nce the reliability of the eastern and
southern portions of SJG's service territory by providing an alternative route for gas to be
supplied to Atlantic 'and Cape May Counties. The proposed ppeline.~would also- improve gas
supply availability and pressures to feed these areas on peak- and near-peak days, thereby
potentially reducing the need for additional pipe inst-allati~ons in the future, many of which would
likely be located within the Pinelands Area.
The Pinelands CMP defines a natural gas pipeline as "public service infrastructure." N.J.A.C.
7:50-2.11. Although the. development of public 'service infrastructure is a permitted use in a
Rural Development Area and a Pinelands Village (See N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.26 & 5.27), it is only
permitted in a Forest Area if't is intended to primarily serve only the needs ofthe Pinelands. See
N.J.A.C. 7:50-5:23(b)12. Given that the proposed pipeline is intended to serve customers
located both inside and outside of the Pine,lands, it is evident that the project does not primarily
serve only the needs of the Pinelands. As a result, the proposed pipeline is not fully consistent
with the permitted use standards for a Forest Area. This MOA is intended to authorize the
construction of-the portions ofthe proposed gas pipeline within a Forest Area in accordance with
N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2. No .other deviations of the CMP standards are required, because the
proposed gas line is consistent with the development standards set forth in Subchapter 6 of the
CMP. With regard to the. remaining 7 mile segment of the pipeline located outside of the statedesignated Pinelands Area, within the federally-designated PNR, this segment is located outside
of the Commission's area ofjurisdiction and, therefore, is not covered by this MOA.
II.

II.

BACKGROUND
A.

The Pinelands Protection Act

The Pinelands Protection Act, N.J.S.A. was enacted in 1979 in response to the National Parks
and Recreation Act of 1978's charge for creation of a planning entity and creation of a
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comprehensive mana~;ement plant for the Pinelands. 16 U.S.C. §471i(d). In passing the
Pinelands Protection Act, the Legislature noted its concern over the continued viability of the
Pinelands Area because of pressures for residential commercial and industrial development and
the current pace of random and uncoordinated development and construction in the Pinelands.
N.J.S.A. 13:18A-2. Thus, the Legislature found that was necessary to implement the Federal Act
and insure the realization of pinelands protection through the creation of a regional planning and
management commission empowered to prepare and oversee the implementation of a
comprehensive management for the pinelands area. Id. The goals for the Pinelands CMP are set
forth at N.J.S.A. 13:18A-9. Although the Act establishes the goal of protecting, preserving and
enhancing the significant resources throughout the Pinelands Area, the- Act provides for a
balanced approach between preservation and development with the Protection Act. Specifically,
in the protection area, the Act directs the Commission, in addition to preserving and maintaining
the essential character of the existing pinelands environment to also "'encourage appropriate
patterns of compatible residential, commercial and industrial development ... in order to
accommodate regional growth influences in an orderly way." Id.
B.

The Pinelands CMP

In order to effectuate the goals of the Pinelands Protection Aet, i.e. ensure the long term integrity
of the Pinelands environment, while accommodating regional,growth influences, the CMP sets
forth minimum standards governing the character,.location and magnitude of development and
use in the Pinelands. N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.21. Likewise,`the CMP establishes minimum standards
governing development and land use in the Pinelands.-N:..T~A:C. 7:50, Subchapter 6. For example,
these site specific development standards include wetlands and wetland buffer standards
(N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.1-6.1.4), threatened and endangered plant and wildlife standards (N.J.A.C.
7:50-6.27 & 6.33), historic, archaeological, and cultural preservation standards (N.J.A.C. 7:506.151-6.157), etc. All of the standards of Subchapter.6 are intended to be implemented by the
administration of municipal: and .county master plans and land use ordinances that are reviewed
and certified by the Pinelands Commission in accordance with N.J.A.C. 7:50-4. Id. These
standards :are minimum standards and the Pinelands CMP permits a municipality, county, State
or Federal agency to adopt more restrictive regulations, provided that such regulations are
compatible with the goals and objectives of the Plan. Id~See also N.J.A.C. 7:50-3.1(d)"It is the
with the ultimate. objectives and minimum requirements of this Plan.")
Additionally, the Pinelands CMP provides three mechanisms by which development that is not
fully consistent with the standards of Subchapters 5 and 6 may proceed. N.J.A.0 7:50-4.63, 4.64
and 4.52(c)2. Two of these mechanisms involve an outright waiver of the rules. N.J.A.C. 7:504.63 & .64. These waivers are intended to provide relief where strict compliance with the terms
of the plan creates an extraordinary haxdship or where the waiver is necessary to serve a
compelling public need. Id. In contrast, the CMP provision that authorizes the Commission to
enter into Memoranda of Agreement with governmental entities to authorize development
activities that are not fully consistent with strict application of CMP standards does not authorize
a "waiver" of those standards. Rather, as evidenced by the requirement that the development
proposal contain measures that, at a minimum, afford an equivalent level of protection of the
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resources of the Pinelands than would be provided through strict application of the standards of
the CMP, this MOA provision authorizes the Commission to approve development where
compliance with the CMP's objectives and goals is obtained through alternative measures.
Consequently, approval of a deviation MOA by the Commission is an acknowledgment that the
proposed development, with its accompanying measures, is consistent with the CMP.
C.

The Proposed Route

and

As discussed above, SJG is proposing to construct an approximately 22 mile, 24-inch natural gas
pipeline. The portion of the pipeline within the Pinelands Area will originate in Maurice River,
Cumberland County, just outside Millville, at the intersection of Union Road (CR 671) and NJ
Route 49 at the location of an existing pipeline. It will then travel along Route 49 through Estell
Manor, Atlantic County, into Upper Township, Cape May County. The proposed route avoids
the Village of Tuckahoe, by following Cedar Avenue to the intersection of Mill Road (CR 557),
then travelling
turning east to the intersection of Mt. Pleasant-Tuckahoe Road (CR 664)"
south to the intersection with Marshall Avenue, where an interconnection facility, is proposed.
The proposed route then follows NJ Route 50 to the intersection with Tuckahoe Road (CR662),
where it continues east out ofthe Pinelands Area into the PNR.
will

b.e constructed in the Pinelands
Thus, an approximately 15 mile segment of the pipeline
Area, 10.2 miles of which will traverse Through a Forest Area, 2 miles will traverse through a
Rural Development Area and the remaining 2.8 miles will traverse through a Pinelands Village.
The totality of this 15-mile segment, however, will be constructed'-within existing road rights-ofway ("ROW") beneath the existing paved portions and/or disturbed (grassed) shoulders of the
above delineated roads. Specifically, approximately 15% of the proposed pipeline will be
constructed within the existing paved travel lanes, 19% within the paved road shoulders, 55%
within existing grass shoulders and 11% using Hor-izontal Directional Drilling (HDD), which
will be conducted within the paved roadway or road shoulders. Given that the totality of the
proposed pipeline project will be constructed. in existing paved and disturbed road rights-of-way
there will be no new fragmentation of the forest area.

or

Alternate Routes Considered
D.
SJG conducted an analysis to' identify viable routes to provide natural gas to the BLE plant
while, at the same time, providing redundancy for the southern and eastern portions of its service
area. Identification of alternative routes was limited given the location of existing natural gas
transmission infrastructure in relation to SJG's service territory. There are no transmission lines
located to the south east with the necessary volume and pressure to supply the repowering of
the BLE. As a resulty •SJG was limited to transmission infrastructure located to the north and
west. As part of its route analysis, SJG ultimately identified three routes that warranted more
intensive examination. These routes included the proposed route, and two alternate routes
discussed below.
Route B —This route would have approached the BLE plant from the west
1.
and north. This proposed route was approximately 10.5 miles in length and located entirely
within the PNR and outside of the Pinelands Area. However,this route would not have addressed
the need for a redundant supply line for the southernmost portion of SJG's territory. This line
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would have been constructed off of the existing 20" supply line that currently serves SJG's
customers located in Cape May and Atlantic Counties. Additionally, there were potentially
significant environmental impacts associated with this line. Specifically, This route would have
impacted approximately 5.2 acres of estuarine wetlands for pipe staging and would also have
resulted in significant impacts to wetland buffers. This route also required an approximately
7,000 linear foot HDD crossing of the Great Egg Harbor. Such a crossing lies at the
technological limits of HDD. Although possible, a HDD under the Great Egg Harbor estuary,
because of the complexity of the drill, involving multiple curves, and the drill's length, had a
concomitant risk of a drilling fluid breakout, which could impact benthc invertebrates, aquatic
plants and fish. Lastly, this route also would have significantly impacted the community because
of major disruption to homes along School House Road in Egg Harbox Township and the need to
temporarily relocate a dozen or more residents at Jefferson Landing on the Great Egg Harbor
Bay. In light of the above, SJG rejected this route.
Route C —This route would have approached the BLE plant from the west
2.
and south through an approximately 29 mile long'.;:abandoned. railroad right o~ way that had
revegetated and is now heavily forested. Use of this proposed route would have required
extensive clearing of Pinelands coniferous forest that is. habitat to the following threatened and
endangered species: Northern Pinesnake, Barred Owl, Cope's Grey tree frog, Black crowned
night heron, Swamp pink and Frosted elfin. Additionally, there would also have been almost 2
acres of wetlands directly impacted and the most encroachment into wetland buffers of any of
the alternatives evaluated. This route was rejected by SJG for these reasons.
E.

Review of Potential Impacts ofthe Proposed Pipeline Project on the Resources of
the Pinelands'

The proposed route is also not expected to have any impacts on the environmental resources of
the Pinelands. The proposed route was reviewed by the Commission's regulatory review staff to
determine its.compliance with the development standards ofthe Pinelands CMP. As a result of
that review, Commission staff determined that the proposed gas pipeline was consistent with all
of appl-icable development standards (Subchapter 6)of the Pinelands CMP.
Threatened or Endangered Plants or Animals(N.J.A.C. 7 ;50-6.27 &
1.
6.33: With regard to threatened or endangered plants or animals, SJG submitted three
Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat Suitability Assessment and Survey Reports prepared
by Trident Environmental Consultants for the project area for the proposed gas pipeline route,
the site ofthe proposed interconnection station and the site of all proposed storage/staging areas,
respectively. These reports addressed the following species: Stiff tick trefoil, Elliptical. rushfoil,
American Mistletoe, Pine Barrens Boneset, Silvery Aster, Climbing fern, Red-headed
woodpecker, Barred Owl and Cope's Gray tree frog. Based on its review of these reports, staff
concluded that the construction ofthe proposed gas pipeline would not impact threatened or
endangered plants or animal species or habitat critical for the survival of a local population of
threatened or endangered animal species.
Historic, Archaeological and Cultural Resources (N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.1512.
157~: SJG also retained Richard Grubb and Associates, Inc. to conduct a Phase IA Archeological
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Survey and Historic Architectural Screening and Phase IB-II Cultural Resource Survey for the
proposed pipeline. As discussed in these reports, the survey encompassed the project corridor,
HDD and jack &bore work areas and proposed storage/staging areas. Stage IB archeological
field work was conducted along the roadside adjacent to the linear portions ofthe project and
within seven storage areas with high sensitivity for archaeological resources as assessed in the
Stage IA archaeological survey. Approximately 27,000 linear feet ofthe proposed pipeline
corridor was tested. Additionally, approximately 9.4 acres, high sensitivity portions of proposed
staging areas 5,6 ,7, 10, 11 and 14 and the site of the proposed interconnection station, were
included within the stage IB testing. Ultimately, two storage areas (areas 7 and 10) were
redesigned to avoid areas where archeological resources were found on these sites. With regard
to the other site at which archeological resources were found, the Burley site, only a portion of
which is located in the project area, is bisected by Route 49 and extends further to the southwest
of the NJ Route 49 right-of-way, the survey supported the determination that the portion of this
site in the project area was not considered eligible for Pineiands designation. Moreover, given
that construction work in this area is restricted to the. placement ofthe natural gas pipeline within
the shoulder of NJ Route 49,the survey results found that significant archaeological resources
would not be impacted by the proposed pipeline construction.
Wetlands and Wetland Buffers(N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.1-6.14: Wetlands were
3.
flagged in the field along the entire route ofthe proposed pipeline. The flagged limits of
wetlands were confirmed in the field by Commission staff. Additionally;the proposed project
was designed to avoid potential impacts to wetlands by utilizing existing road rights of way and
trenchless technology (jack and bore and HDD)to cross under wetlands and waterways. As a
result, there will be no impacts to wetlands as a result of construction ofthe proposed pipeline.
Moreover, with regard to~ wetland buffers, because the proposed pipeline will be constructed in
paved and previously:disturbed road rights of way., any impacts would involve, at most,
temporary disturbances-given such disturbances would be restored to their prior condition.
HDD — I-IDll is a proven technology that has been in use for over
i.
50 years. It is a technology that is .used worldwide to install gas mains, water mains, electric
lines, etc. Tt is also the inclustxy standard for installation of such lines in environmental sensitive
areas. HDD permits the pipeline to be drilled underground without surface disturbances of
wetlands, buffers or open water bodies. In fact, the NJDEP's Freshwater Wetland Protection Act
rules, N.J.A.C. 7:7A, contain a General Permit(GP2)for the installation of underground utility
lines. Specifically,. this General Permit provides:
"if a utility line is jacked or directionally drilled underground, so that there
is no surface disturbance of any freshwater wetlands, transition areas, or
State open waters and there is no draining or dewatering offreshwater
wetlands, no Department approval is required under this Chapter. Jacking
or directional drilling is regulated under this chapter if any disturbance
occurs to the ground surface in the freshwater wetlands, transition area, or
State open water; for example, if the drilling is conducted from a pit
located in freshwater wetland or transition area."
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The proposed pipeline project includes four HDDs. These HDDs will occur at
Cumberland Pond on Route 49, Tuckahoe River at First Avenue on Route 49 and at the
head of River Road on Route 40, and on Mill Creek on Route 49. All of these HDDs,
with the exception of the Cumberland Pond drill will occur under concrete structures, i.e.
bridge headwalls. The Cumberland Pond drill will occur under the bridge and dam pile.
However, all ofthese drills will be at a depth of at least 37 feet from the bottom ofthe
water body to the pipe. Additionally, the percentage ofthe drill occurring under water is a
fraction ofthe total length of the drill(1.03%,2.18%,4.37% and 1.88%, respectively).
Stormwater Mana ement .J.A.C. 7:50-6.84).: Stormwater management
4.
submitted to the staff for its review..Based on such review, staff
were
plans and calculations
determined that the proposed gas pipeline project was consistent with~the stormwater standards
of the Pinelands CMP.
F.

Need for the Proposed Natural Gas Pipeline

Following the retirement of the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating:Station("OCNGS")in Forked
River, New Jersey in 2019, the BL England Facility would be 'the only remaining baseload
electrical generation plant along the New Jersey coast. However, absent construction of the
proposed natural gas pipeline to repower the BLE plant, the NJDEP AACO requires the plant to
shut-down. As discussed below, shut down of the BLE plant wis likely to require the
construction of new electrical transmission lines in the Pinelands Area to account for lost
generation. Moreover, the southern and eastie~n portions o~ SJG's service territory are served by
asingle-feeder line. As a result, this line is vulnerable to a single contingency failure. The
proposed pipeline will provide much needed redundancy to this portion of SJG's service
territory.
1.

BL''~n~lanci Plant

The BLE plant- was one of New Jersey's first power plants. It was built on the Great Egg Harbor
Bay in 1963. The plant is comprised of three energy generating units, two of which are coal fired
units and one of which is an oil fired unit. In January 2006, the NJDEP and Conectiv(AC
Electric, Conectiv Atlantic Generation; LLC,Conectiv and Pepco Holdings), prior owners ofthe
BLE plant, entered into an Administrative Consent Order(ACO)to resolve existing air quality
standard violations at the plant. Following the purchase of BLE plant by RC Cape May
Holdings, LLC, NJDEP entered into an Amended Administrative Consent Order(AACO),on
October 31, 2006, pursuant to which RC Cape May agreed to either repower the BLE plant to
meet the air quality performance standards. On January 13, 2010,the parties agreed to a revised
timeline by which RC Cape May would either repower the BLE plant or meet the performance
standards. Subsequently, RC Cape May decided to repower the plant and requested a revised
timeline from DEP. This resulted in execution of another AACO on May 18, 2012. Prior to the
January 2006 ACO,BLE `s air pollution control permits allowed continuous operation of the
plant, Units 1, 2 and 3, up to 8,760 hours per year. As a result ofthe January 2006 ACO and
subsequent amendments: 1) Unit 1 was allowed to operate only for only peak reliability periods
(between June 1 through September 30 for the years 2008 through 2012); 2)Unit 2 was allowed
to operate no more than 4,300 hours per yeax (the 12-month period from May 1 to April 30); and
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3)Unit 3 was permitted to continue to operate as a base load unit.
The 2012 AACO
Pursuant to the terms of the 2012 AACO,operation of Unit 1 was required to cease as of
September 20,2013, unless the BLE plant met certain performance standards defined in the
AACO. Irrespective of this, the AACO requires the complete shutdown of Unit 1 by May 1,
2014. The AACO permits limited use of Unit 2 through May 15, 2015. However, use of Unit 2 is
limited to no more than 4,300 hours per year from May 1St through April 30th. In addition, NOx
emission reductions are mandated for Units 1 and 2. The AACO further orders the repowering of
the BLE plant by May 1, 2016, with notification ofthe NJDEP by.December 31, 2013 as to
whether the BLE plant will be repowered. If the BLE plant will not b~. repowered,then Unit 2
must be shut down by May 1, 2014. If repowering of the BLE plant will occur, Unit 2 is
permitted to continue to operate until at May 1, 2015 at which time operati`ori of Unit 2 must
cease until the repowering is completed. Finally, the AACO provides that if after December 31,
2013, RC Cape May determines that it is unable to complete the repowering of tl'e BLE plant, it
must notify NJDEP of that determination by May 1, 2014, and immediately shut down Unit 2.
The AACO permits continued operation of Unit 3, the oil-fired boiler, regardless.
ii.

Repowering of the BLE Plant

RC Cape May Holding, LLC proposes to permanently shut down coal-fired boiler Unit 1. In
addition, RC Cape May intends to replace coal-fired boiler Uri~it 2 with a natural gas-fired
Combined Cycle Combustion Turbine system: RG'Cape May also intends to convert the residual
oil boiler into a natural gas boiler. An air quality permit.`was issued by the NJDEP for this
repowering project on~ Apri130, 2013.
iii.

Need for the BLE Plant

The State's 2'0:.1.1 Energy Master Plan ("EMP'') expresses a firm goal of promoting a diverse
portfolio of new, clean., cost-effective in-state electric generation to ensure a reliable supply of
energy and capacity at reasonable rates while advocating for policies that help control electricity
costs, maintain system reliability, and'adhere to environmental objectives. The proposed natural
gas pipeline and the repowering of the BLE plant directly serve these goals. Additionally, the
EMP specifically acknowledges the challenge of finding baseload generation to replace OCNGS
and targets the expansion of natural gas-fired power generation as a less carbon-intensive fossil
fuel that also comes. with significant air quality benefits, including reduced emissions of sulfur
dioxide, fine particulates; volatile organic compounds, and greenhouse gases. (See EMP at pgs.
3, 6, 35, 70, 76 & 84~j. To further this goal, the.EMP directs State agencies to accelerate the
decommissioning of older, less efficient coal- and oil-fired electrical generation plants and to
rely more upon natural gas for electricity generation, and to promote the expansion of pipelines
to supply natural gas. As discussed below, the repowered BLE plant is expected to supply the
majority of its electricity to the Pinelands Area and to provide reliable baseload power
generation. The continued operation of the BLE plant is critical to ensuring adequate electric
supply to Pinelands Region, New Jersey coastal areas and helps the State directly to achieve the
goals of the EMP.
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Additionally, New Jersey is located within the heart of the Mid-Atlantic Critical Congestion
Area, one of only two such areas in the United States designated by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) due to severely inadequate transmission capacity that threatens the reliability of
the electrical grid. In 2006 and again in 2009, the DOE, as directed by the Energy Policy Act of
2005, determined that it is critically important to remedy existing congestion problems in New
Jersey because the current and projected effects of the congestion are severe. New Jersey—a
state located at the extreme eastern edge of the PJM territory—suffers from limited imports of
electricity from the West and South, causing most of the state to face electricity congestion. The
state's transmission constraints axe made worse by the retirement of several old, inefficient
power plants, which has reduced local generation and degraded reliability. See U.S. Department
of Energy, National Electric Transmission Congestion Study (2006 8~ 2009). The repowering of
the BLE plant must be considered against this backdrop.
1)

POWERGEM Reports

SJG provided the Commission staff with two reports, prepared by POWERGEM, LLC (Power
Grid Engineering &Markets)that discussed the anticipated benefit. of the repowerng of the BLE
plant to the Pinelands Area. The initial analysis, which.was prepared on May 29, 2012, utilized
the PJM 2016 R`~EP summer peak flow load model to determine the total load required for the
Pinelands Area. This was determined to be 930MW. The analysis then looked at the amount of
generation located proximate to the Pinelands. -Area, both befoxe and after the shutdown of
OCNGS. POWERGEM determined that, prior to OCNGS's retirement, there was 1485 MW of
generation proximate to the Pinelands Area, which cons~sted of the OCNGS (615 MW), the
repowered BLE plant(570 MW)and several smaller combustion turbines (300 MW). Assuming
that the local generation a`ll-contributed equally to the Pinelands Area load, POWERGEM found
that 38% (570/1485) of the energy generated by.the BLE plant would be distributed to address
electricity needs (lo'ad) in the Pineands Area. Following closure of OCNGS in 2019, and again
assuming equal distribution from all generation sources, POWERGEM found that the BLE plant
would supply 65% .(570/87'0): of the energy needed within the Pinelands Area. The report also
discussed a;prior PJM study that had indicatedthat the retirement of the OCNGS would result in
the need for at least '$l00.million in new. transmission or transmission upgrades and expressed
the likelihood that most, if not all, of the new/upgraded transmission would be either within or
proximate to the Pinelands Area. It was POWERGEM's opinion that the repowering of the BLE
plant would help alleviate some of those potential transmission additions in the Pinelands Area.
SJG submitted an updated analysis from POWERGEM date October 11, 2013. The reason for
this update was to take into account retirements of smaller combustion turbines that were
scheduled to occur and which would have a direct impact on the prior study results. Additional
studies were also performed to determine whether there would be any overloaded circuits
proximate to the Pinelands Area due to the retirement of these combustion turbines in
conjunction with the retirement of the OCNGS and under the scenario where the BLE plant did
not repower. For this analysis, POWERGEM used the PJM 2018 RTEP~ summer peak flow
model that had recently become publicly available. POWERGEN determined the total load
within the Pinelands area for the 2018 summer peak flow load would be approximately 933 MW.
The PJM 2018 RTEP model included the proposed West Deptford, Woodbridge, Old Bridge and Deepwater
natural gas generation projects.
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Under the updated model, and prior to OCNGS's retiring, the total generation proximate to the
Pinelands Area was found to be 1277 MW, consisting of OCNGS (615 MW), the repowered
BLE plant (570 MW), and several smaller combustion turbines (92 MVO. Again assuming that
local generation contributed equally to the load within the Pinelands Area, POWERGEM found
that the BLE plant would contribute to 45% (570/1277) of the load within the Pinelands Area.
After the shutdown of OCNGS,POWERGEM found that the BLE plant's contribution to load in
the Pinelands Areas would increase to 86%(570/662).
POWERGEM also completed a study using the PJM 2018 RTEP model to determine if there
would be any overloaded circuits proximate to the Pinelands Area after the smaller combustion
turbines and OCNGS shut down. The study was conducted under two scenarios, with and
without the repowering of the BLE plant. This study confirmed that the repowering of the BLE
plant is even more critical to the power generation needs of the Pnelands region than first
appeaxed as a result of the additional retirements ofd the smaller combustion turbines.
Specifically, POWERGEM found that based upon PJ1N1's own models of the retirement the BLE
plant would negatively impact eight transmission circuits located proximate to bhe. Pinelands
Area(Union-Corson 138 kV, Corson-Middle Tap 138 kV, Cumberland to Union 138 kV, LewisMinotola 138 kV, Kewis-Dorothy 138 kV, Minotola-Landis 13 kV, Corson-Dennis 138 kV and
Dorothy-Deepwater 138 kV). Overloaded circuits are considered transmission violations by the
PJM and, therefore, require a solution to avoid the consequences of overloads, including
potential blackouts. Additionally, POWE`RGEM found that the continued retirement of smaller
combustion turbines would likely exacerbate the need for transmission upgrades. Significantly,
the POWERGEM study found that none of these circuits would be overloaded if the BLE plant
was repowered.
BPU According to the PJM Interconnection, LLC (PJM)
2)
2011 Regional Transmission Expansion Plan (RTEP), which annually assesses transmission
facilities in New Jersey for compliance with North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC)reliability criteria violations, a number of factors continue to impact reliability in New
Jersey. PJM .2011 Regional Transmission Expansion Plan, Book 5, Section 8, p. 143-144. Load
growth,. power exports to New York City and Long Island, deactivation/retirement of generation
resources, sluggish development of new generating facilities, and continued reliance on
transmission to meet load deliverabilt~ requirements all contribute to existing reliability criteria
violations in New Jersey. Id. There is a critical need to expand natural gas electric generation
within New Jersey, particularly with the impending retirement of the OCNGS Nuclear
Generation Facility and withongoing reliability criteria violations in the coastal area. See EMP
at 76.
2.

Reliability of SJG's SXstem

There also is a critical need to improve the reliability of natural gas service to the eastern and
southern portions of SJG's service territory. SJG serves approximately 61,0002 natural gas
customers (meters) in Cape May County, 3,300 of which are located in the Pinelands, via an
Z These are gas meters, not individuals. Each meter represents a single facility (single family home, business,
hospital, nursing home, etc.) and many more individuals would be affected by a disruption of gas service than
suggested by the number of meters. The Commission assumes 3.5 individual per household.
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on

existing 16-inch feeder line. This line is vulnerable to a single-contingency failure.
Additionally, a significant portion of SJG's system also is vulnerable to a single contingency
failure of SJG's existing 20-inch pipeline from Union Road Station to Estell Manor Station, the
primary major supply line to the eastern and southern parts of the SJG service territory. Up to
142,000 customers located east and south ofthe Union Road Station, 28,700 of which are located
in the Pinelands Area, could be vulnerable to a gas outage if this gas supply line is disrupted
during winter heating months. SJG reliability modeling shows that if this line were disrupted at
winter temperatures as high as30 degrees F, approximately 61,000 customers initially would lose
gas service, with the number quickly growing to 120,000 customers when supply from SJG's
McKee City LNG facility is exhausted. The construction of the proposed pipeline will enhance
greatly the reliability of the eastern and southern portions of SJG's service territory by enabling
an alternative route for gas to be supplied to the coastal areas. of Atlantic .and Cape May County,
which no longer would be subject to single contingency failures. The Project also will improve
,peak and near-peak days, thereby
gas supply availability and pressures to feed these areas
potentially reducing the need for additional pipe installations in the future, many of which would
likely be located within the Pinelands Area.
G.

BPU Jurisdiction and Process
BPU's Jurisdiction

1.

out''

and

SJG is a public utility under BPU's jurisdiction. The authority ofthe BPU to regulate and
supervise public utilities is defined in N.J.S.A. 48:2-13. Specifically, the BPU has "general
control over all public utilities" including their
supervision and regulationof-and.jurisdiction
"property, property rights, equipment, facilities and franchises so far as may be necessary for the
Title 48. The BPU's authority;. over utilities extends beyond its express
purpose of carrying
statutory powers and includes incidental.powers that,the agency needs to fulf11 its statutory
mandated duties. A. A. Mastrangelo, Inc. v. Comm'r ofDept. ofEnvl. Prot., 90 N.J. 666,683-84
(1982). This sweeping grant of power is "intended to delegate the widest range ofregulatory
power over utilities to the- Board." Two. ofDeptford v. Woodbury Terrace Sewerage Corp., 54
N.J. 4L8,424(1969)..
Under Title 4'8., the BPU is charged with approving all utility franchises granted after May 1,
1911. N.J.S.A: 4'$:2-14. By definition,"a franchise is a privilege of a public nature conferred by
government on an :individual or corporation to do that `which does not belong to the citizens of
the country generally by common right."' In re Petition ofSouth Lakewood Water Co.,61 N.J.
230, 238 (1972). "In the case of public utilities, it means permission to operate a business,
peculiarly of a public nature and generally monopolistic." Ibid.
The BPU has granted SJG a right to provide natural gas service within the southernmost seven
counties in New Jersey. The company provides essential gas service to approximately 360,000
homeowners and business customers and operates approximately 6,200 miles of pipeline
throughout its service territory. To that end, the BPU regulates SJG's operations including, but
not limited to its service quality, customer service and billing practices, safety, construction
specifications, accounting, financing and auditing. See N.J.S.A. 482-13 et seq., N.J.S.A. 48:3-1
et seq., N.J.S.A. 48:9-5 et seq.
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The BPU's jurisdiction over public utilities, such as SJG,is broad. For example, public utility
rates may not be changed without Board approval (N.J.S.A. 48:2-21; N.J.A.C.14:1-5.12); a
public utility may be ordered to provide safe, adequate and proper service (N.J.S.A. 48:2-23); a
public utility may not terminate customers, except in accordance with B~'U regulations (N.J.S.A.
48:2-24; N.J.A.C. 14:3-3A.1 et seq.); a public utility must get BPU approval to construct certain
major pipelines, such as this one (N.J.S.A. 48:10-2 et seq; N.J.A.C. 14:7-1.4); a public utility
may not issue stocks, bonds or other evidence of indebtedness without Board approval(N.J.S.A.
48:3-9; N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.9); a public utility may not mortgage its properties without Board
approval(N.J.S.A. 48:3-7; N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.9): a public utility may not abandon service without
BPU approval(N.J.S.A. 48:2-24; N.J.A.C. 14:3-3A.1 et seq.); a public utility may not close a
customer service office without Board approval(N.J.A.C. 14:3-5.1);and a public utility may not
provide service in a new location without Board approval.(N.J.'S.A. 48:2-27; N.J.A.C. 14:3-8.1
et seq.). There is an entire Subchapter ofthe New Jersey Administrative Code related to
construction and installation of gas facilities (N.J.A.C. I4:6-1.1 et seq.).There .is also an entire
Chapter of Title 48 ofthe New Jersey Statutes Annotated related.to gas companies.(N.J.S.A.
48:9-1 et seq.)
2.

BPU Process

The BPU is the State entity charged with regulating public utilities, including but not limited to
gas utilities, such as SJG. The Municipal Land U'se Law at N.J.S.A.40:SSD-19 authorizes the
BPU to order that zoning, site plan review and all other municipal 'Tend use ordinances or
regulations promulgated under the auspices of Title 40 of the New Jersey Statutes and the Land
Use Act shall not apply to a d`evel'opment proposed by a public utility for installation in more
than one municipality for the furnishing of service. In order to issue such an order, BPU,upon
petition and after a hearing;.must decide that the proposed installation of the development in
question is reasonably necessary for the service, convenience or welfare of the public. N.J.S.A.
40:SSD-19. The phrase "for the service, convenience, or welfare ofthe public" is not limited to
the local group benefited by the zoning ordinance, but rather refers to the whole "public" served
by the utility. In re Public Service Electric &Gas Co., 35 N.J. 358, 376-77(1961). Moreover,
the standard of reasonableness:does not require that the proposed use be absolute or
indispensable, only that it is reasonably necessary for the public service, convenience or welfare.
Id. It is the BPV's obligation fio weigh all interests and factors in light of the entire factual
picture and adjudicate the existence ornon-existence of reasonable necessity therefrom. Id.
SJG has filed a number of petitions with the Board regarding the proposed pipeline. In its first
petition, South Jersey sought BPU's approval ofthe Standard Gas Service Agreement(the
"Agreement") entered into between South Jersey and R.C. Cape May Holdings. I/M/O South
Jersey Gas Co. and RC Cape May Holdings, LLC, Docket No. 6013010052(Order Apri129,
2013). By way of Order dated Apri129,2013,the Board exercised its jurisdiction over SJG and
authorized the negotiated rate. The Board found, inter alia, that the rates were based on cost of
service and the value of service considerations required by SJG's tariff.
In its second petition, South Jersey sought approval to construct the proposed pipeline. I/M/O
South Jersey Gas Co. for Authorization to Construct a 24-inch Pipeline, Docket No.
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6013030202 (Order June 21, 2013). By way of Order dated June 21, 2013, the Board found,
based upon the presentation of evidence and consideration of public testimony at a public
hearing, that construction of the proposed pipeline was reasonable and in compliance with all
relevant Federal and State requirements. The Board went on to exercise its jurisdiction approving
SJG's request to construct the pipeline subject to, inter alia, any future Memorandum of
Understanding between the Boaxd and the Pinelands Commission.
Recently, SJG filed a petition with the BPU pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40:SSD-19 requesting a
determination from the BPU that its proposed construction ofthe proposed natural gas pipeline
was "reasonably necessary for the service, convenience or welfare of the public and, in
accordance thereto, issue an order that zoning, site plan review and.all other municipal land use
ordinances or regulations promulgated pursuant to Title 40 of the New Jersey Statutes and the
Land Use Act shall not apply" the BLE pipeline development project, affecting New Jersey
municipalities in various counties, including Maurice River Township in Cumberland, the City
of Estell Manor in Atlantic, and Upper Township in Cape May.
H.

Basis for the MOA

The Pinelands CMP (N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2) authorizes ,the Commission to enter into
intergovernmental memoranda with any agency of the Federal,:State or local government which
authorizes such agency to carry out specifed development 'activities that may not be fully
consistent with the provisions of the CMP,specifically the land use and environmental standards
set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-5 and 6. The agency must demonstrate, and the Commission must find,
that any proposed development that is not fully consistent with the standards of the CMP is
accompanied by measures :that will, at a minimum, afford an,equivalent level of protection of the
resources of the Pinelands as would be provided through strict application of the CMP's
standards. Id.
:,~
The BPU has jut~isdiction over "all services necessary for the transmission and distribution of
electricity and gas, including, -but not limited to safety [and] reliability." N.J.S.A. 48:2-13.d.
Thus, as ,discussed above,_ BPU has exclusive jurisdiction to supervise, regulate and control
public utilities in there .delivery of safe, adequate and proper service to residences and
businesses throughout the State Id. In this capacity, the BPU has issued an order to SJG finding
that construction of the proposed pipeline is "reasonable and in compliance with all relevant
Federal and State requirements.
Given that BPU is exercising its regulatory authority over SJG,the public utility constructing the
pipeline, and will continue to regulate distribution of gas through the pipeline, the construction of
the proposed natural gas pipeline is specified development that is being carried out under the
jurisdiction of the BPU. Additionally, SJG, is a public utility, that is subject to the jurisdiction of
the BPU, as part of this MOA, BPU is agreeing to require SJG to undertake certain measures,
discussed below, that will afford, at a minimum, equivalent levels of protection to the resources
of the Pinelands.
1.

Measures Proposed to Afford an Equivalent Level of Protection of
Pinelands Resources
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As discussed above, the proposed natural gas pipeline project is consist with all applicable
standards of the Pinelands CMP, with the exception of the permitted use standards for a Forest
Area, N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23.b.12. As a result, measures that afford, at a minimum, an equivalent
level of protection for the Forest Area as would be provided through strict application of the
Forest Area permitted use standards must be included as part of the proposed pipeline project.
Simply put, these measures must ensure that the intensity of development in this Forest Area
does not increase as a result of the proposed pipeline development and that the impacts to the
resources of this Forest Area are no greater than would occur if the proposed development were
comparable to uses that are permitted in the Forest Area pursuant to N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23.
1)

Land Preservation, Education ,Research and Monitoring

Although there axe no direct environmental impacts associated with the proposed natural gas
pipeline, the intent behind the Forest Management Area use standards is to ensure the long term
integrity of the Pinelands environment by establishing standards governing. the character,
location and magnitude of development and use :of land in this area, while encouraging
appropriate patterns of compatible development. N:J.S.A. 13:18A-9.b. and N,J.A:C. 7:50-5.21.
As a result one potential concern associated with the construction of the proposed pipeline in a
Forest Area is that it would result in pressure being exerted,on the impacted municipalities and
the Commission, to change the land use and.development intensities currently permitted within
the Forest, through which the pipeline-_.:'traverses, to provide for- increased development
(secondary impacts).
In order to provide an equivalent level of protection for the resources of the Pinelands, pursuant
to the terms of this MOA,-a subsequent Order issued by the °BPU and an MOA between the BPU
and SJG, the public utility proposing to construct.-the proposed natural gas pipeline, SJG will be
required to contribute seven million ($7,750,000.00) seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars
towards Pinelands Area land acquisition ..and education. Seven million dollars ($7,250,000.00)
will be placed into :an interest bearing escrow account to fund the acquisition of land located
adjacent to the site o:f the proposed ;pipeline project located in a Forest Area. If after three years
from execution of this MOA by t}le last. signatory, all of the targeted lands have not been
acquired,-:„then all remaining escrow funds and all interest will be placed into the Pinelands
Conservation Fund for acquisition of lands in the southern forested portion of the Pinelands
Area, i.e. south of the Atlantic City Express.
The acquisition of land along the site of the proposed pipeline within the Forest Area should
prevent these secondary impacts from coming to fruition. In addition, given that there are two
large areas of State lands (Belleplain State Forest and Peaslee Wildlife Management) in the
vicinity of pipeline project site, acquisition of land adjacent to the pipeline would also add
additional public open space to these important State holdings. Moreover, expanding the scope
of the lands to be acquired after three years to encompass the totality of the southern forest
secures two important benefits to the Pinelands Area. First, it ensures that an equivalent level of
protection is provided to offset the development of the proposed pipeline in a timely fashion.
Second, it will address the potential for additional pipeline projects cutting through the Pinelands
Forest Areas, by providing additional funds that can used for the permanent preservation of lands
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located in Pinelands Forest Areas.
SJG will also be required to contribute two hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($250,000.00) to
finance the implementation of a pinelands education center within the Richard J. Sullivan center
at the Pinelands Commission's offices. The proposed natural gas pipeline has generated
significant interest in the Pinelands and its resources. The pinelands education center will
advance the Commission's mission of educating the public as to the importance of this very
special region.
SJG will also be required to contribute five hundred thousand. `dollars ($500,000) to the
Commission to be used by the Commission for education based programs such as its World
Wide Monitoring Day Program, the Pinelands Short Course; Pnelands Research Series, or any
other educational program or research projects involving evaluation ofthe resources of the
Pinelands Area whether undertaken by the Commission. Education and research concerning the
importance of the Pinelands region is a critical part of the Commission's mission. With these
funds, the Commission will be able to continue to conduct quality educational programs that
inform the generations of public about the region's unique soil composition, the Kirkwood
Cohanesy aquifer, its flora and fauna and other environmental -and culture attributes that make
the Pinelands unique.
2)

Air Quality B~n~fiYs

In addition to the monetary measures discussed above, one of the most significant benefits
afforded by the construction of the proposed pipeline is the repowering of the BLE plant from
coal to natural gas. Specifically, the conversion of BLE plant to natural gas will yield both air
quality and water quality benefits: 'Substantial reductions in air emissions from the BLE plant
have long been a need.of the Pnelands~.
The NJDEP first identified the need'for.reduction in the air emissions generated at the BLE plant
in its 1980 Air Quality AssessnZent ofthe IVew Jersey Pinelands, in which the plant was identified
as a source off' air pollution within the Pinelands. Converting the BLE plant to natural gas will
dramatically eeluce a host of air pollutants, including sulfur dioxide which produces acid rain,
nitrogen oxides- which produce smog, carbon dioxide which contributes to climate change, and
mercury which bioaccumulates in Pinelands fish. Natural gas produces less than ten (10) percent
of the criteria air pollutants and hazardous air pollutants produced by coal. The NJDEP, at the
Commission staff's request, undertook an air quality modeling analysis to assess the air quality
benefits of repowering the BLE plant on the Pinelands Area. Based on that analysis, NJDEP
concluded that up to a 40.9% to 41.4% reduction in the maximum existing background 1-hour
and 3-hour sulfur dioxide concentrations would occur as a result of the repowering. NJDEP also
predicted reductions in the existing background levels of 1-hour nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
concentrations and 2-hour fine particulate (PM2,5)in the Pinelands. These reductions in air
pollutant emissions and air pollution concentrations over the Pinelands Area are expected to
provide the following environmental benefits: 1) lest potential for acute and chronic damage to
and
plants due to reduced S02 concentrations; 2) less acid rain formation due to reduced S02
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NOX emissions, benefitting plants, lakes, fish and wildlife; 3) reduced ozone damage to plants
and vegetation due to lower ozone concentrations as a result of a reduction in NOX, an ozone
precursor; 4) improved visibility over the Pinelands Area and 5) a 94% reduction in allowable
mercury emissions that will benefit fish and animals that eat fish, as well as the overall
environment.
3)

Environmental Conditions

BPU would also require SJG to comply with construction practices and environmental
conditions that would further reduce the potential impacts ofthe proposed pipeline project on the
resources of the Pinelands Area. These environmental conditions are set forth in Attachment B
and includes measures such as 1) the retention of an independent biologist and an independent
engineer, both of whom will be approved by the Commission, to monitor construction of the gas
pipeline and ensure no adverse impacts occur to the resources of the Firielands Area during
construction; 2)preparation and Commission approval- of a HDD Break Out Contingency Plan to
delineate steps that will be taken to contain any. break out of bentonite drilling;.. mud; and 3)
backfilling of the trenches with excavated soils to prevent incursion of invasive species.
III.

AGREEMENTS
A.

The BPU agrees that:
It will issue an Order to the public utility proposing to construct the
proposed natural gas pipeline. project delineated in Paragraph II.C.above
incorporating the requirements of Paragraphs III.A.1 through 11 of this
-1VIOA and the Environmental Conditions set forth in Attachment B.
2.
-

require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
It
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II. C. above to construct the
project in.accordance with the list of documents set forth in Attachment A
'attached heretio and made a part hereof.

3.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
gas pipelane project delineated in Paragraph II.C. above to satisfy all ofthe
obligations of this MOA and the Pinelands CMP,unless a deviation
therefrom is expressly authorized by this agreement.

4.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
'gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.0 above to obtain any and
all certificates, licenses, consent, approvals or permits required from any
local, State and/or Federal entity prior to commencing construction of the
project. No part ofthis MOA is intended to release the public utility from
its responsibility to obtain all other required local, State and/or Federal
approvals.

will

III.
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5.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.C. above to comply with all
of the environmental conditions set forth in Attachment B, attached hereto
and made a part hereof, and the terms ofthis agreement.

6.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.C. above to provide notice
to the Pinelands Commission staff seven(7)days prior to commencing
any clearing or construction activities for the project.

7.

It will require the public utility to deed restrct'the entire right of way for
the proposed pipeline located in the Pinelands designated Forest Area
against any future connections of any kind, including interconnections
proposed by the utility.

8.

It willrequire the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated n~ Paragraph II.C. to prohibit the future
conversion ofthis pipeline from transmission of natural gas to oil.

9.

Any material deviation from or modification to the proposed natural gas
pipeline project as delineated in Paragraph II. C.,above and the documents
listed in Attachment A will require formal application to the Pinelands
Commission in accordance with the Pinelands CMP and no clearing or
construction activities rega.iding such deviation may occur until an
application has been completed and the Pinelands Commission has
:approved the:deviation or modification.

10.

It agrees that the ,public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
..gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.C. above shall contribute a
.total of seven million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars
($8;000,000.00)to the Pineland Conservation Fund. This contribution
shall be submitted to the Commission within thirty(30) days of execution
ofthis MOA by the last signatory. This contribution shall be dedicated by
the Commission as outlined below:
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a.

Seven million two hundred and fiftv thousand
dollars .$7,250,000.00, to be placed in the
Pinelands Conservation Fund —Land Acquisition
Account .These funds shall be used to fund the
acquisition and permanent preservation of the lands
set forth in Attachment C for a period ofthree(3)
years following execution of this agreement b
last si nay. At the end of that three(3 year
beriod, all funds remaining in.that escrow account
and any and all interest accrued'to that account shall
be utilized for the acquisition of land in the southern
forested portions of-the Pnelands Area; i.e. forested
lands south of the.Atlantic G tv Expressway

b.

Two hundred and fifththousand dollars($250,000 dollars)
of which sha11 beused to finance implementation-;of a
pinelands education center'in the Richard J. Sullivan Center
at the Pinelands Commission's offices in New Lisbon, New
Jersey; and

c.

Five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000)of which shall be
used liy.the Commission for education based initiatives
such World Wide Water Monitoring Day,Pinelands Short
Course, P.inelands research series or any other education
based initiatives or research projects undertaken by the
"~ Commission.:

It wi.l.l re.qu~ire the public utility to generate and provide the Pinelands
11.
Coinrnission with quarterly pipeline pressure monitoring reports, monthly visual
inspection reports and annual leak surveys for the newly constructed pipeline, for
the time period commencing upon the first day of operation of the pipeline and
continuing i_n perpetuity. Additionally, it will require the public utility to:l)
notify the Pinelands Commission immediately of any gas leaks or other structural
integrity issues with the new pipeline or any other issues with the pipeline that
might affect the:Pinelands ecosystem; 2)address any issues identified by such
monitoring expeditiously; and 3)require the clean-up and restoration of any area
impacted, including, but not limited to re-vegetation, habitat creation,
environmental remediation, etc.

B.

The Pinelands Commission agrees that:
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Based on its review of the documents listed in Attachment A,the
provisions of the Pinelands CMP and the terms of this MOA,including the
Environmental Conditions delineated in Attachment B,and with the
exception of the standard for which a deviation is being granted pursuant
to this MOA,the project as proposed is consistent with the minimum
requirements ofthe Pinelands CMP. The proposed natural gas pipeline
project as delineated in Paragraph II. above is deemed approved and no
further action by the Commission, or its staff, shall be required regarding
the proposed natural gas pipeline project unless there is a deviation from
or modification to the proposed natural gas pipeline project as discussed in
Paragraph III.A.7 above.

C.

2.

The contribution provided in accordance with Paragraph III.A.10. above
shall be refundable to the payee until all applicable appeal periods have
been exhausted and construction ,including site preparation, on the
proposed natural gas pipeline has commenced.

3.

It agrees to use the. contribution made by the public utility in accordance
with Paragraph III.A.8 above, as follows: 1)$7,250,000 million for land
acquisition as delineated in Paragraph III.A.8.a; 2)$250,000 to construct a
pinelands education center at its offices in New Lisbon, New Jersey and 3)
$500;000 for education based initiatives undertaken by the Commission
independently or through the pinelands education center.

General Terms

No Signatory Party .intends to create in any other individual or entity the
1.
status ofthird party benefciary, and .this MOA shall not be construed so as to create such status.
The rights, duties, and obligations contain~,d in this MOA shall operate only between the parties
to this- MOA,and shall accrue solely to the benefit ofthe parties to this MOA.The provisions of
this MOA are intended only to assist the parties in determining and performing their obligations
under this MOA. The parties to this MOA intend and expressly agree that only the parties
signatory to this IVIOA shall have any legal or equitable right to seek to enforce the MOA.
ADR- In the event of non-compliance by either Party with any of the
2.
terms or conditions of:this Agreement, each Party shall have the right to deem the non-complaint
Party in default, after providing the non-complying Party fifteen (15) days written notice and
reasonable opportunity to cure. Upon a determination of default, the parties agree to meet within
fifteen(15)days ofthe determination of default to work cooperatively, and in good faith, to
resolve any dispute arising out of the terms of this Agreement, including default. If the parties
are unable to amicably resolve such dispute, the parties agree to resolve the matter through
binding arbitration.
Severability- In the event that any provision of this Agreement shall be
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determined for any reason to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any court of competent
jurisdiction, the Parties hereto sha11 negotiate in good faith to agree to such amendments,
modifications or supplements of or to this Agreement or to such other appropriate actions to
honor the intentions of the Parties as reflected herein. Notwithstanding any such determination,
the determination shall not invalidate or render any other provision ofthis Agreement
unenforceable.

IV.

IV.

EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION

1.

In accordance with N.J.S.A. 13:18A-5(h), this MOA shall take effect following the
conclusion ofthe Governor's review period and/or approval of the Pinelands
Commission meeting minutes authorizing entry ofthis N10A and.then upon approval
and signature by the authorized representative of both parties.

2.

This MOA shall remain in a force and effect from its effective date unless one;of the
following occurs:

V.

i.

It is amended by written consent of both parties;: or

ii.

Both parties mutually agree, in writing, to otherwise terminate this agreement.
SIGNATURES
NEW JERSEY PINELANDS COMMISSION

Date:

BY~
Nancy Wittenberg, Executive Director

Approved as to form liy:

Date:

___
,Deputy Attorney General
State of New Jersey
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NEW JERSEY BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

Date:

By:
Executive Director

Approved as to form by:
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ATTACHMENT B
Environmental Conditions
General Conditions
Any areas disturbed as a result of construction activities shall be graded to natural
conditions and seeded with native Pinelands grass species as specified in the plans
delineated in Attachment A.
2. Only native Pinelands species as specified by the plans delineated in Attachment A
shall be used for re-vegetation purposes.
3. All soils excavated to construct the trenches.for installation ofthe natural gas pipeline
shall be removed and stockpiled and then. used to backf'1'1 the trenches, where
appropriate. The topsoil shall be re-used but ifsoil unsuitable for backfill is
encountered it will be removed to a suitable location outside of the Pinelands Area,
unless approval to dispose ofthe .excess soil within the Pinelands Area is obtained
from the Commission's Executive Director is obtained'in accordance with Paragraph
7 below. Additionally, either soil from the'trenches or suitable native soil will be used
to backfill the trench.
4. The use of herbicides for future vegetation management purposes shall be prohibited
in any portion of the ROW.
5. The limits of the proposedarea of disturbance as depicted on the plans submitted to
the Commission and 'delirieatecl ri Attachment A shall be maxked in the field using silt
fence and orange plastic construction fencing.
6. All vegetation removed during construction shall be lawfully disposed of outside of
the;Pinelands Area, unless the Executive Director approves the disposition of
vegetative material on .sites within the Pinelands Area. Such approval must be
obtained from the Executive Director prior to the disposition of any vegetative
material on sites within the Pinelands Area.
7. No construction debris or excess fill shall be disposed of in the Pinelands Area
without the prior approval of the Pinelands Commission's Executive Director.
8. No off-site storage/staging areas (i.e. locations for the storage, temporary or
otherwise, of equipment or materials) for the project, beyond those previously
reviewed by the Pinelands Commission staff and included within the documents set
forth in Attachment A,shall be located within the Pinelands Area unless approved by
the Pinelands Commission Executive Director prior to their use.
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9. The Pinelands Commission staff shall be permitted to inspect construction activities to
ensure compliance with the conditions set forth in this agreement.
10. Any minor modifications to the proposed construction plans for the proposed natural
gas pipeline as identified in Attachment A involving development activities that will
occur within the Pinelands Area shall be submitted to the Pinelands Commission's
Executive Director for review and approval prior to commencing any development
activities in such areas, including, but not limited to site preparation.
Cultural Resources
11. All recommendations set forth in the Cultural Resouree'Survey report entitled Phase
IB-II Cultural Resource Survey Report shall be irnpleinented.
12. In the proposed reconfigured storage areas 7 and 10, as identified in the Phase IB-II
Cultural Resource Survey report, located adjacent to potential cultural resources), silt
fencing and orange plastic construction fencing shall be installed at the limit of
disturbance.
13. If proposed reconfigured storage areas land 10 axe to be Lrtilized at any point during
the construction, the public utility shall have a qualified archeologist present during
initial site preparation in order to ensure that the areas where cultural resources were
discovered are not disturbed and to observe site preparation for archeological artifacts
or potential resources of:significance within the project area.
14. In accardance with N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.158(b), if, at any time after construction ofthe
project has commenced, archeological artifacts or resources of potential significance
are discovered within the project area or any storage/staging area, the public utility
will immediately cease construction activities, notify the Pinelands Commission, and
contact its cultural resource consultant to determine the appropriate treatment for such
artifacts or resources. Treatment shall include, if possible, shifting ofthe proposed
pipeline route away fiom the site ofthe artifacts or resources and any other steps
suggested by the cultural resource consultant to protect the archeological artifacts or
resources of potential,significance.
Wetlands
soil,

excavated or otherwise„ vegetation, piping or any other materials
15. No disposal of
shall be permitted in wetlands or within 300 feet of wetlands ("wetland buffers")
during construction. Temporary stockpiling of piping or other materials shall not be
permitted in wetlands or wetland buffers unless shown on the approved plans.
16. Appropriate soil conservation measures, such as installation of silt fencing, shall be
taken during construction to preclude sediment from entering wetlands.
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17. No activities shall occur in wetlands. No activities other than the temporary work
depicted on the approved plans shall occur in or wetland buffers.

18. No new or additional storage/staging areas (i.e. locations for the storage, temporary or
otherwise, of equipment or materials for the project) sha11 be located within wetlands
or within wetland buffers unless approved by the Pinelands Commission Executive
Director prior to utilization of such areas. .
19. No culverts or fill may be placed or deposited into wetlands or areas within wetland
buffers to create access roads, temporary or otherwise, for the construction ofthe new
pipeline.
20. No refueling shall occur within wetlands or areas within wetland buffers with the
exception of refueling on paved roadways.and all refueling must include.secondary
containment..
Threatened or Endangered Species
21. At least one independent biologist, engaged by the public utility and approved by the
Pinelands Commission, qualified in the identirication of threatened and endangered
plants and animals and their habitats, as delineated at N.J.AC. 7:50-6.27 and 6.33,
shall be present during such times and 1'ocations where clearing and/or construction
activities are being undertaken. The biologists) shall-;ensure that clearing and/or
construction techniques being utilized do not adversely impact any habitat critical to
the survival.of any threatened and/or endangered species of animals or plants and that
any such plants and animals discovered during construction are protected.
Additionally, the biologist sha111 ensure fihat all threatened and endangered species
BMPs identified in the pla,~s delineated-in Attachment A are being followed at all
times during construction.
22. The biologist shall also work iii conjunction with the independent engineer to
minimize the down river impacts that may result from a break out during the HDD
process. This shall include monitoring ofthe waterway crossing for any signs of
breakout to ensure prompt response.
23. The Pinelands Commission shall be notified immediately if any threatened and/or
endangered species of plants or animals or habitat critical to their survival axe
discovered during construction. All clearing or construction activities in the vicinity of
such species or critical habitat shall immediately cease pending direction from the
Pinelands Commission Executive Director. During that time, the public utility shall
authorize the biologists) retained in compliance with Paragraph 11 above to take all
possible steps to ensure that such species or critical habitats are protected.
Horizontal Directional Drilling
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24. The public utility shall provide the Pinelands Commission's Executive Director with a
copy of the Horizontal Directional Drilling(HDD)Break Out Mitigation Contingency
Plan proposed to be utilized for all HDDs to be conducted during construction ofthe
pipeline. No HDD activities shall occur until the Executive Director has approved
such plan.
25. Appropriate measures, such as installation of silt fence, hay bales, inflatable berm,
etc. shall be taken during HDDs to prevent the discharge of bentonite to wetlands,
streams or any other water body or beyond the immediate confines of the drill site.
26. The public utility shall have employees trained in HDD on the site.to monitor drill
hole pressures and to walk the area in which the HDD.is being conducted to identify
any potential break outs of bentonite. Additionally, such employees shal'1 be
responsible for immediate implementation ofthe Mitigation Contingency Plan should
a break out occur.
27. Should a bentonite break out occur, the public utility shall immediately cease HDD
activities and contain the area of~le break out to the smallest feasible area.
Additionally, the public utility shall within 24 hours notify the Pi~nelands
Commission's Executive Director of the location ofthe break and advise as to the
response actions being taken to address,the break aixt in accordance with the approved
Mitigation Contingency.Plan.
28. The public utility shall engage an independent engineer, approved by the Commission
to be on site during .all phases of HDD and other drilling activities to ensure all such
activities are conducted in accordance with all'approved plans. The engineer shall be
a registered professional engineer and have'proven experience in the installation of
large diameter pipelines using the HDD method.
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE NEW JERSEY PINELANDS COMMISSION AND THE NEW JERSEY
BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
I.

PURPOSE

This Memorandum of Agreement ("MOA") is entered into between the New Jersey Pinelands
Commission (the "Commission") and the New Jersey Board of Public. Utilities (the "BPU").
The Commission is an independent political subdivision of the State df New Jersey created
pursuant to Section 4 of the Pinelands Protection Act, N.J.S.A. 13:18A-1, et seq., and charged
with the implementation of the Act and the Pinelands "Comprehensive Management Plan" (the
"CMP"), N.J.A.C. 7:50. The Commission is also the planning entity .authorized under Section
502 of the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978. The Commission -is authorized by the
Pinelands Protection Act at N..f.S.A. 1:~:1RA-6.g. 3o enter in to and• and all a~rzements or
contract, e~ecuCe anv and al( instruments, and cici and peri~nn am and ail <Ch ngs'necessary;
eom~enient or desirable fibr the purposes of the Pinel<~ncls Commission or to cart}~ <>ut an~~ower
exuressl~~piven in the Act.
The BPU is an independent political subdivision of the State of New Jersey charged with general
supervision of and jurisdiction over New -Jersey public utilities including the functions, powers
and duties assigned to it pursuant to N.J.SA. 48:2-1 et seq. and 52:18A-2.1 and is allocated in,
but not part of, the Department of Treasury pursuant t~ Reorganization Plan No. 001-1994.
In order to comply with 'air quality standards, the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection ("NJDEP"),.ordered the B.L. England electrical generation plant at Beesleys Point,
Upper Township, Cape Iv1ay County ("BLE plant") either to cease operations or to repower its
existing coal-and oil-fired boilers with natural gas combustion turbine technology to dramatically
reduce air pollutit~n from the [3LE Plant. Mir} t$. 20(2 Amended Administrative Consent Order
between N:1'[7EP anei:I2C Cape May Holdings, LI,C. The BLE plant is located within the
boundart'es of the Pinelands National Reserve, but outside of the State-designated Pinelands
Area: The BLE plant is owned and operated by RC Cape May Holdings, LLC and is located
within the;service area granted to South Jersey Gas(SJG) by the BPU.
To provide the natural gas required to repower the BLE Plant, SJG determined that it would need
to construct a new natural .gas pipeline to the Plant. Additionally, the need for this new natural
gas pipeline provided. SJG with the opportunity to address the vulnerability of the entire
southernmost portion of its service territory, from the Cape May Gate Station south, which is
currently only served by a single feed supply. SJG, subsequently, submitted a petition to the
BPU for its approval to construct an approximately 22-mile, 24-inch natural gas transmission
pipeline with a maximum allowable operating pressure of 700 psig. Additionally. on November
6, 2013, SJG also submitted a petition to the BPU seeking a determination and Order pursuant to
N.J.S.A. 40:SSD-19 that any zoning, site plan review or other municipal land use ordinances or
regulations promulgated by the affected municipalities and counties shall not apply to the siting
of or construction and operation of the proposed gas pipeline.
The proposed gas pipeline would traverse through portions of both the State-designated
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Pinelands Area(the "Pinelands Area")and the Pinelands National Reserve (the "PNR")(referred
to together herein as the "Pinelands"). With regard to the portion in the Pinelands Area, SJG
proposes to construct approximately 15-miles of pipeline beneath existing paved portions and/or
disturbed shoulders of Union Road(CR 671), NJ Route 49, Cedar Avenue, Mill Road(CR 557),
NJ Route 50, Mt. Pleasant-Tuckahoe Road (CR 664) and New York Avenue. Approximately
10.2 miles of the proposed pipeline would be located within a Forest Area, 2 miles within Rural
Development Area and 2.8 Miles in Pinelands Village. Additionally, approximately 7 miles of
the pipeline wouldts traverse through the federally-designated PNR to the BLE plant.
In addition to providing gas to the BLE plant, the portion of the proposed natural gas
transmission line to be located within a Forest Area significantly enhances the reliability of
SJG's natural gas service system in the southern and eastern portions of its service area (Cape
May and Atlantic Counties, respectively.) Currently, SJG services its customers located in Cape
May County via an existing 16-inch feeder line. Moreover; an existing.20-inch gas supply
pipeline is the major feeder line to the eastern and southern parts of SJG's service territory.
Given the current lack of an alternate supply line,. a failure in either of these existing pipelines,
especially during the cold weather months, could subject up to 140,000 of SJG's existing
customers to long term gas outages, thereby placing the safety and welfare of these customers at
risk. The proposed gas pipeline is expected to greatly enhance the reliability of the eastern and
southern portions of SJG's service territory. by providing an alternative route for gas to be
supplied to Atlantic and Cape May Counties. The proposed pipeline would also improve gas
supply availability and pressures to feed these areas on peak and near-peak days, thereby
potentially reducing the need for ~~~~nlddttion~l pipe:nstallations in the future, many
of which would likely be located within the Pnel'ands Area.
The Pinelands CMP.defines a natural gas pipeline as "public service infrastructure." N.J.A.C.
7:50-2.11. Although the development of public sei~e+ice infrastructure is a permitted use in a
Rural Development Area an'd a Pnelands Village_(See N..I.A.C. 7:50-5.26 & 5.27), it is only
permitted in a Forest Area if it is. intended t~ ,primarily serve only the needs of the Pinelands. See
N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23(b)]2. Given that the proposed pipeline is intended to serve customers
located-both inside and outside of the Pinelands, it is evident that the project does not primarily
serve only the needs of the Pinelarids. As a result, the proposed pipeline is not fully consistent
with the permitted use standards for a Forest Area, This MOA is intended to authorize the
construction of the portions of the proposed gas pipeline within a Forest Area in accordance with
N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2. No other deviations of the CMP standards are required, because the
proposed gas line is consistent with the development standards set forth in Subchapter 6 of the
CMP.

.With regard to the remaining 7 mile segment of the
..
pipeline located e~outside of the state-designated Pinelands Area, within the federallydesignated PNR, this segment is located outside of the Commission's area of jurisdiction and,
therefore, is not covered by this MOA.
{~

~ iI.

ii.

.BACKGROUND____ ____ ___ _
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~1.

"l'he Pinelands Protection Act

The Pinelands Protection Act. N.J.S.A. was enacted in 1979 in respo»se to the National Parks
and Rzcreatian Act of 1978's charge f'or creation of a plaiuiing entity and creation cif a
comprehensive management punt foe the Pinelands. 16 U.S.C. &471i(d). In passing the
Pinelands Protection Act, the Legislatw•e noted its concern over the continued viability of the
Pinelands Area because of pressures for residential commercill anct industrial development and
the current pace of random and uncoordinated development anct ccansti~uction in the Pinelands.
N.J.S.A. 13:18n-2. Thus, the Legislature found that was nc:cessarr eo implement the Fedet•al Act
and insure the realization of pinelands protection through the creation. of a re iog nal planningand
manaEement commission empo~~~ered to prepare and o~•ersee :tlie im~~lement~tion of a
comprehensive mana~emenl for the k~inelancls area. ~"t'l~e g~~als for tt~e Pinelands CMP are set
forth at N..I.S.A. 13:1bA-). Although the Act establitihes [he oag 1 of protectii~~, preservine and
enhancing the significant resources throughout .tl e Pinelands Area, the AeC pro~~ides for a

patterns of compatible residential, commercial and industrial development ... in order to
acconimoc~ate re i~ onal ~row-th intluences iii an orderly way."`l.cl.:,
B.

The Pinelands CMP

[n order to effectuate the.~~al's ~:~f the Pinelands 1? •otection nc~. i.e, ensure the long term integrity
of the Pinelands cnvir~nmenc. 4_l ile ~accommc~etatin~ regi~nat growth influences, the CIv1P sets
Formatted: Default Paragraph Font, Font:
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these site; srieciti~ clevelop~nent standareis include wetlands and wetland buffer standards
(N.,I.~.C;. 7:~0-6:1-<.I~), threatened and endangered plant Ind wildlife standards (N.J.A.C.

~~_
and certified l~u the Pinel~nds Commission in accordance with N.J.A.C. 7:~0-~.~
these st~nd~rds are minimum standards and the Yinelands CN1P permits a
municipalitLcounty, State or Federal agency to adopt more restrictive regulations, provided that
such regulations art compatible with the Qoa15 and obaecl:ives of the Plan id (See also N J A C
7:~0-3.1("d) "It is the p~~lic1• of this Plan to allo~~~ municipalities the trreatest decree of flexibilitl
and discretion in the preparation of local plans and ordinances so lane as those plans and
ordinances do noC conflict ~~~ith the ultimate objectives and minimum t•equirements of this Plan.")
Additionally,[he Pinelands C:MP pro~~ides three mechanisms by which development that is not
fully consistent with the standards of Subcl~apicrs ~ and 6 ma~pi•ocecd. N.J.A.0 7:50-X4,63, 4.64
and ~.52(c)2. Two of these mechanisms i~1~~olve an outright waiver of the rules. N.J.A.C. 7:504 63 & 64.'These «~aivers are intended to provide relief where strict compliance with the terms
of the plan creates an cxU•aoi•dinar~~ hardship or where the waiver is necessary to serve a
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compelling public need. id. In contrast, the CMP pro~~ision that aud~orizes the Commission to
enter into Memoranda of ~lareeinent with ~vernmental entities to authorise development
activities that are not fully consistent with strict application of CMP standards does not authorize
a =`waiter" of those standards. Rather, as evidenced b}~ the requirement that the de~~elopment
proposal contain measures that, at a minimum. afford an e uivalent le~~el ofi protection of the
resources of the Pinelands than ~~~auld he provided through strict application of the standards of
the CMP. this M(7A provision authorizes the Commission to appro~~e development where
com~~liance with the CMP°s objectives and coals is obtained Through alternative me~sw•es.
Consequenlly, a.~pmval of a deviation MOA by the Commissio~l is an aeknowledRment that the
pro~oscd develvpmciu, with its accompanyin.~ measures. is consistent with the CMP.
C.

The Proposed Route

As discussed above, SJG is proposing to construct an approximately 22 mile, 24-inch natural gas
pipeline. The portion of the pipeline within the Pinelands Area will originate'in Maurice River,
Cumberland County, just outside Millville, at the intersection of Union Road (CR 671) and NJ
Route 49 at the location of an existing pipeline. It witl then travel along Route 49 through Estell
Manor, Atlantic County, into Upper Township, Cape- May County. The proposed route avoids
the Village of Tuckahoe, by following Cedar Avenue to the intersection of Mill Road(CR 557),
turning east to the intersection of Mt. Pleasant-Tuckahoe Read (CR 664) and then travelling
south to the intersection with Marshall Avenue, where an interconnection facility is proposed.
The proposed route then follows NJ Route 50 to the intersection with Tuckahoe Road (CR662),
where it continues east out of the Pinelands Area into the NNR.
Thus, an approximately IS mile segment of the pipeline will be constructed in the Pinelands
Area, 10.2 miles of which will traverse througfi. a Forest Area, 2 miles will traverse through a
Rural Development Area and the remaining 2.8 miles will traverse through a Pinelands Village.
The totality of this 15-mil'e segment,'hc~wev.,er, w.ilT be constructed within existing road rights-ofway ("ROW") beneath the existing paved portions and/or disturbed (grassed) shoulders of the
above delineated roads: Specifically, approximately 15% of the proposed pipeline will be
constructed within the existing paved travel lanes, 19% within the paved road shoulders, 55%
within existing grass shoulders and ~L.1% using Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD~ . which
~~~ill be ccmducted within the paved roadway or road shoulders. Given that the totality of the
proposed pipeline project w'tl]'be constructed in existing paved and disturbed road rights-of-way
there will be no new fragmentation of the forest area.
~D.

Alternate Routes Considered

~a ~~,.•~, SJG ~ ~:a~,•~a •... ~,+~~~~«~conducte;d an an~h~sis to identity
r~ ~a~':+:~~ •~ •"~ ~
~~iable routes.- to provide natural gas to the BLE E~lant while. at the same tiiile, providing
of alternative
redundancy fior the southern and eastern portions of its service area, Identification
_ _ -- ..
infrastructure
transmission
gas
natural
existing
of
location
the
given
routesr was limited
located to the south or
in relation to SJG's service territory. There are no transmission lines al
~ves~east with the necessary volume and pressure to supply the repowering of the BLE. As a
result, SJG was limited to transmission infrastructure located to the ~ves~norUi and west. As ~~art
of ils route anal~~sis, SJG ultimately ideniilied three m~rtcs that wan•antcd more intensive
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examination. These routes included the proposed route, and two alternate routes discussed
belo~~~.
Route B —This route would have approached the BLE plant from the west
1.
and north. This proposed route was approximately 10.5 miles in length and located entirely
within the PNR.- and outside of file Pinelands Area. However, this route would not have
addressed the need for a redundant supply line for the southernmost portion of SJG's territory.
This line would have been constructed off of the existing 20" supply line that currently serves
SJG's customers located in Cape May and Atlantic Counties. Addition~l~ly, there were potentially
significant environmental impacts associated with this line. c~~~~~~~"~~,'"~~ ~~~~'~~eciticall
This route would have impacted approximately 5.2 acres of estuaeii~e ~~~etlands for pi~~e staging
and would ~Iso hive resulted in significant impacts to w~etl~ind bufi'crs. 'this route also required
an approximately 7,000 linear foot HDD crossing of the Great,Egg Harbar.. Such a crossing lies
at the technological limits of HDD. Although possible; a HDD under the Great Egg Harbor
estuary, because of the complexity of the drill, involving multiple curves, and the drill's length,
had a concomitant risk of a drilling fluid breakout; which could impact benthie invertebrates,
aquatic plants and fish.
~~'~~^^^* ~ ^^*^ *^Lastly.. this route also woiilcl ha~~e si~niticanth' impacted the
^'^^ "^^
community because of major disruption 'to homes along School House Road in Egg Harbor
Township and the need to temporarily relocate.a dozen or more residents at Jefferson Landing on
the Great Egg Harbor Bay. In light of the above, SJG rejected this;route.
Route C —This route would have approached the BLE plant from the west
2.
and south through an 'approximately 29 mile long abandoned railroad right of way that had
revegetated and v~esis now heavily forested. Use of this proposed route would have required
extensive clearing of Pinelands coniferous forest that ~vasis habitat to the following threatened
and endangered species: N~rthe~n P nEsnake, Barred Owl, Cope's Grey tree frog, Black crowned
night heron; Swainp pink and,Frosted etfin. Additionally, there would also have been almost 2
acres of wetlands directly impacted and the most encroachment into wetland buffers of any of
the alternatives evaluated. This route was:rejected by SJG for these reasons.
EE;

Review of Potential Impacts of the Proposed Pipeline Project on the Resources of
the Pinelands

The proposed route s also:not expected to have any impacts on the environmental resources of
the Pinelands. The proposed route was reviewed by the Commission's regulatory review staff to
determine its compliance with the development standards of the Pinelands CMP. As a result of
that review, Commission staff determined that the proposed gas pipeline was consistent with all
of applicable development standards(Subchapter 6)of the Pinelands CMP.
Threatened or Endangered Plants or Animals:(N.J.A.C:. 7 ;50-6.27 &
1.
6.33); With regard to threatened or endangered plants or animals, SJG submitted three
Threatened and Endangered Species Habitat Suitability Assessment and Survey Reports prepared
by Trident Environmental Consultants for the pro~ecl area tier Che proposed gas pipeline route,
the site ofthe proposed interconnection station and the site of all proposed storage/staging areas,
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respectively. These reports addressed the following species: Stiff tick trefoil, Elliptical rushfoil,
American Mistletoe, Pine Barrens Boneset, Silvery Aster, Climbing fern, Red-headed
woodpecker, Barred Owl and Cope's Gray tree frog. Based on its review of these reports, staff
concluded that the construction of the proposed gas pipeline would not impact threatened or
endangered plants or animal species or habitat critical for the survival of a local population of
threatened or endangered animal species.
caps
Historic, Archaeological and Cultural~esources_(N.J.A _C. 7_~0-6.1 ~ i-______ ___--- Formatted: Fontcoior: auto, Notnu
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157): SJG also
Survey and Historic Architectural Screening and Phase IB-II Cultural Resource Survey for the
proposed pipeline. As discussed in these reports, the survey encompassed the project corridor,
HDD and jack &bore work areas and proposed storage/staging areas. Stage IB archeological
field work was conducted along the roadside adjacent to the linear portions of the project and
within seven storage areas with high sensitivity for archaeological resources as assessed in the
Stage IA archaeological survey. Approximately 27.000 linear feet of the proposed pipeline
corridor was tested. Additionally, approximately 9.4 acres, high sensitivity portions, of proposed
staging areas 5,6 ,7, 10, 11 and 14 and the site of the proposed interconnection station, were
included within the stage IB testing. Ultimately, two storage areas (areas 7 and 10) were
redesigned to avoid areas where archeological resources wece;found on these sites. With regard
to the other site at which archeological resources were found,`the Burley site, only a portion of
which is located in the project area, is bisected by Route 49 and'extends further to the southwest
of the NJ Route 49 right-of-way, the survej~ supporCed the determination that the portion of this
site in the project area was not considered eligible for Pinelands:designation. Moreover, given
that construction work in this area is restricted.to,the placement of the natural gas pipeline within
the shoulder of NJ Route'49, the survey results'found that significant archaeological resources
would not be impacted by the proposed pipeline construction.'T''~~ r'~~~~~:~~:~„'~ ~~~£~'
Wetlands.and Wetland Buffers:(N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.I-6.14): Wetlands were
3.
the entire route of the proposed pipeline. The flagged limits of
along
flagged.in the field
wetlands were confirmed in the field by Commission staff. Additionally, the proposed project
was'designed to avoid poYenfial impacts to wetlands by utilizing existing road rights of way and
trenchless technology (jack8~ a.nd bore and HDD)to cross under wetlands and waterways. As a
result, there will be no impacts to wetlands as a result of construction of the proposed pipeline.
Moreover, with regard to wetland buffers, because the proposed pipeline will be constructed in
paved and previouslydisturbed road rights of way, any impacts would involve, at most,
temporary disturbances given such disturbances would be restored to their prior condition.
----~

1-1DU — I IIID is a pi•ovcn tc:chnolotry that has been in use for over
i.
50~•ears. [t is a technolo~~~ that is used ~~-orld~~~ide to install @.as mlins. water mains, electric
lines. etc. it is also the industry standard for installation of such lines in environmental sensiti~~e
areas. 11DD permits the p:ineline to he drilled underground without surface disturbances of
wetlands buffers omen water bodies. In fact, the NJDEP`s Freshwater Wetland Protection Act
rules N.J.A.C. 7:7A, contain a Genef•al Permit(GP2)tor• the installation of underground utility
lines. Specilicalh~, this General Pein~it provides:
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"if a utility line isjacked or directionally drilled underground, so that there
is nn surface dist~u•bance of any fresher-ater weUancis, transition areas. or
State open waters and there is no drainine or de~vaterin~ of tresh~vatcr
va•etlands, no Department approval is required under this Chapter. Jacking
i~ regulated under this chapter i1'any distut•bance
or directional driilin 's
in Uie fresh4vatier ~~~etlands, transition area, or
surface
ground
the
occurs to
State open ~~~ater; for exlmple, if the drilling is conducted ti•om a pit
located in freshwater wetland or transition area."
The proposc;d ~peline pro~c;ct includes four 1-1DDs.'these 1-iDDs will occur at
Cumberland Pond nn Route 49, Tuckahoe River at First Avenue:<m Route 49 and at the
head of Ri~~zr Road on Route 40 and nn Nlill Creek on Route 49..AIT e~`Pihese HDDs
with Che exception of the Cumberland Pond drill vYiil occur uneler concretestructures. i.e.
brid~c headwalls. The Cwnbe;rland Pond drill will occur- uci~i;r fhe brid~~e anti dam pile.
T Io~~~e~~er. all of these clrills ~~~ill be at a depth of at le~~,~t 37 feet fl~om the bottom of'the
ti~ater bo<iv to the pipe. Additionall,~ t(ie percenta,~e'~l~the dcil'l occurring under water'is a
G•action oPthe total len~lh orthe drill (1.03°ro, 2.18%. a37%and l.~S%. respecti.vclti~).
Stormwater Mana e~ ment:(N.J.A.C:. 7':5:0-6.84): Stormwater management
4.
plans and calculations were submitted to the stafffor its review.'~Based on such review, staff
determined that the proposed gas pipeline.project was consistent with Che stormwater standards
of the Pinelands CMP.
BF.

Need for the Rroposed Natural'Gas Pipeline
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lost generation. Moreover. the southern and eastern po~~tions of SJG`s service territor}~ are se«~ed
by_a single-feeder line. As a result. this line is vulnerable to a single contin~ncv failure. The
proposed ~peline will provide much needed redundancy to this portion of S.IG`s service
territoiv.
BL England Plant

,

The BLE plant was one of New Jersey's first power plants. It was-built on the Great Egg Harbor
Bay in 1963. The plant is comprised of three energy generating units, two of which are coal fired
units and one of which is an oil fired unit. In January 2006. the NJDEP and Conectiv(AC
Electric, Conectiv Atlantic Generation, LLC, Conectiv and Pepco Holdings), prior owners of the
BLE plant, entered into an Administrative Consent Order ACO to resolve exisEing air quality
standard Violations at the plant._ Following the purchase of BI;E,,plant by RC CapeMay
Holdings;LLC,NJDEP entered into an Amended Administrative Consent Order(AACO),on
October 31, 2006, pursuant to which RC Cape May agreed to either repower the BLE plant auto
meet the air quality performance standards. On January 13,.2010, the parties agreed to a revised
timeline by which RC Cape May would either repower the BLE plant or meet the performance
standards. Subsequently, RC Cape May decided to repower the plant and requested a revised
timeline from DEP. This resulted in execution ofanother AACO on May 18, 2012. Prior to the
of
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'i.

The'2012 AACO

Pursuant to the terms of the 2012 AACO,operation of Unit 1 was required to cease as of
September 20, 2013, unless.tle BLE plant met certain performance standards defined in the
AACO. Irrespective of this, the AACO requires the complete shutdown of Unit 1 by May 1,
2014. The AACO }permits limited use of Unit 2 through May 15, 2015. However, use of Unit 2 is
limited to no more than 4,300 hours per year from May 15t through April 30`h. In addition, NOx
emission reductions ai•e mandated for Units 1 and 2. The AACO further orders the repowering of
the BLE plant by~May 1, 2016, with notification of the NJDEP by December 31, 2013 as to
whether the BLE plant will be repowered. If the BLE plant will not be repowered,then Unit 2
must be shut down by May 1, 2014. If repowering of the BLE plant will occur, Unit 2 is
permitted to continue to operate until at May 1, 2015 at which time operation of Unit 2 must
31,
cease until the repowering is completed. Finally, the AACO provides that if after December
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The AACO permits continued operation of Unit 3, the oil-fired boiler, regardless.
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ii.

Repowering of the BLE Plant

RC Cape May Holding, LLC proposes to permanently shut down coal-fired boiler Unit 1. In
addition, RC Cape May intends to replace coal-fired boiler Unit 2 with a natural gas-fired
Combined Cycle Combustion Turbine system. RC Cape May also intends to convert the residual
oil boiler into a natural gas boiler. An air quality permit was issued by the NJDEP for this
repowering project on April 30, 2013.
iii.

Need for the BLE Plant

The State's X2011 F.,ner~y Master Plan (=`FA/P") expresses a. firm goal of promoting a
diverse portfolio of new, clean, cost-effective in-state electric generation to ensure a reliable
supply of energy and capacity at reasonable rates while advocating for policies that help control
electricity costs, maintain system reliability, and adhere: to environmental objectives. The
proposed natural gas pipeline and the repowering of the BLE plant directly 'serve these goals.
Additionally, the EMP specifically acknowledges-the challenge of finding baseloa'd generation to
replace ^~o~~~~OCNGS and targets the expansion of natural gas-fired powe.;r generation as
a less carbon-intensive fossil fuel that also comes with.significant air quality benefits, including
reduced emissions of sulfur dioxide, fine particulates, volatile organic compounds, and
greenhouse gases.(Se;e AMP at pis. 3.6. 3~. 7U, 76~i b~). Tu further this goal, the EMP directs
State agencies to accelerate the decommissioning of older, less efficient coal- and oil-fired
electrical generation plants and to rely more upon .natural gas for electricity generation, and to
promote the expansion of pipelines to supply natueal gas. As discussed below, the repowered
BLE plant is expected to supply the majority .of its electricity to the Pinelands Area and to
provide reliable baseload power generation. The continued operation of the BLE plant is critical
to ensuring adequate electric supply to Pinelands`Region, New Jersey coastal areas and helps the
State directly to achieve the goals of the EMP.
Additionally, Nevv Jersey is located within the 'heart of the Mid-Atlantic Critical Congestion
Area, one of only two such areas in the United States designated by the U.S. Department of
Energy'(:DOE) due to severely 'inadequate transmission capacity that threatens the reliability of
the .electrical grid. In 2000 and again- in 2009, the DOE, as directed by the Energy Policy Act of
2005, determined that it is critically important to remedy existing congestion problems in New
Jersey because the current and projected effects of the congestion are severe. New Jersey—a
state located at the extreme eastern edge of the PJM territory—suffers from limited imports of
electricity from the"'West aril South, causing- most of the state to face electricity congestion. The
state's transmission•:constraints are made worse by the retirement of several old, inefficient
power plants, which has reduced local generation and degraded reliability. See U.S. Department
of Energy, National Electric Transmission Congestion Study(2006 & 2009). The repowering of
the BLE plant must be considered against this backdrop.
1)

POWERGEM Reports

SJG provided the Commission staff with two reports prepared by POWERGEM, LLC (Power
Grid Engineering &Markets) that discussed the anticipated benefit of the repowering of the BLE
plant to the Pinelands Area. The initial analysis, which was prepared on May 29, 2012, utilized
the PJM 2016 RTEP summer peak flow load model to determine the total load required for the
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Pinelands Area. This was determined to be 930MW. The analysis then looked at the amount of
generation located proximate to the Pinelands Area, both before and after the shutdown of9ys~er•
G~eeIFOCNGS. POWERGEM determined that, prior to ^~•o~OCNUS's retirement,
there was 1485 MW of generation proximate to the Pinelands Area, which consisted of the
..eo,.., ,.~o.,.. F~;i:+<.00NGS (615 MW), the repowered BLE plant (570 MVO and
,
n....+v» .
combustion turbines (300 MW). Assuming that the local generation all
smaller
several
contributed equally to the Pinelands Area load, POWERGEM found that 38% (570/1485) of the
energy generated by the BLE plant would be distributed to address electricity needs (load) in the
Pinelands Area. Following closure of A3Fs~er~~e1EOCNGS in 2019; and. again assuming equal
distribution from all generation sources, POWERGEM found that the BLE plant would supply
65% (570/870) of the energy needed within the Pinelands Area.. The report also discussed a
prior PJM study that had indicated that the retirement of the
€se~rEpOC:NGS would result in the need for at least $100 million in new transmission or
transmission upgrades and expressed the likelihood that most, if not all, of the new/upgraded
transmission would be either within or proximate to the Pinelands Area. It was-POWERGEM's
opinion that the repowering of the BLE plant. would help alleviate some of those potential
transmission additions in the Pinelands Area.
SJG submitted an updated analysis from POWERGEM date October 11, 2013. The reason for
this update was to take into account reti~~ements of smaller combustion turbines that were
scheduled to occur and which would have a direct impact on the prior study results. Additional
studies were also performed to determine whetliei' there would 'be any overloaded circuits
proximate to the Pinelands Area due to. the retirement of these combustion turbines in
OCNGS and under the
conjunction with the retirement of the
M used the PJM
POWERGE
analysis,
,For
this
repower:
not
did
plant
scenario where the BLE
available.
publicly
become
recently
had
that
model
flow
peak
summer
RTEPI
2018
POWERGEN determined the total load within the;P nelands area for the 2018 summer peak flow
load would be approximately 433 'MW. Under the updated model, and prior to 93~e~
C~eeI~OCNGS's retiring, the total generation proximate to the Pinelands Area was found to be
1277 MW,consisting of E►}~sEer•~teeleOCNGS (615 MW),the repowered BLE plant(570 MW),
and several smaller combustion turbines (92 MW). Again assuming that local generation
contributed equally to the. load witfiin'the Pinelands Area, POWERGEM found that the BLE
plant would. contribute to 4'5% (57'0/1277) of the load within the Pinelands Area. After the
shutdown of.'Ays~er•-Ereele~lC'NGS, POWERGEM found that the BLE plant's contribution to
load in the Pinelands Areas would increase to 86%(570/662).
POWERGEM also completed a study using the PJM 2018 RTEP model to determine if there
would be any overloaded circuits proximate to the Pinelands Area after the smaller combustion
turbines and E~~OCNGS shut down. The study was conducted under two scenarios,
of
with and without the repowering of the BLE plant. This study confirmed that the repowering
the BLE plant is even more critical to the power generation needs of the Pinelands region than
first appeared as a result of the additional retirements of the smaller combustion turbines.
Specifically, POWERGEM found that based upon PJM's own models of the retirement the BLE
and Deepwater
'The PJM 2018 RTEP model included the proposed West Deptford, Woodbridge, Old Bridge
natural gas generation projects.
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plant would negatively impact eight transmission circuits located proximate to the Pinelands
Area(Union-Corson 138 kV, Corson-Middle Tap 138 kV, Cumberland to Union 138 kV,LewisMinotola 138 kV, Kewis-Dorothy 138 kV, Minotola-Landis 13 kV, Corson-Dennis 138 kV and
Dorothy-Deepwater 138 kV). Overloaded circuits are considered transmission violations by the
PJM and, therefore, require a solution to avoid the consequences of overloads, including
potential blackouts. Additionally, POWERGEM found that the continued retirement of smaller
combustion turbines would likely exacerbate the need for transmission upgrades. Significantly,
the POWERGEM study found that none of these circuits would be overloaded if the BLE plant
was repowered.

i~esQur4~s~l~ i~l~.::~s~~~lttut~le ~~_c~~_new _~~nssarin~~c:il_at.~e~,_._~td_ c~.1~i.~ue~_i~cl ancc_ can
transmission to meet loael deliverabil tv i•eauirements all contribute to eYistine reliability criteria
•'
1 c--need to ex
i~t~~v /e1 'There is a critical -in New-violations
----~'ithill_News_lerscv.~_u~ict~iariv_~itki__the _i~l~endine_~~i~nlc~nt of the OCNGS Nuclear
Generation Fac'ility and ~vitl <~naoina reliabilitti~ criteria ~-iolations in the coastal area. See LMP
at 76.
Reliability of SJG's System
There also is a critical need tb improve the reliability of natural gas service to the eastern and
southern portions of SJG's service territory. SJG serves approximately 61,000Z natural gas
customers (meters) in Cape May County, 3,300 of which are located in the Pinelands, via an
2 These are gas meters, not individuals. Each meter represents a single facility (single family home, business,
hospital, nursing home, etc.) and many more individuals would be affected by a disruption of gas service than
suggested by the number of meters. "L7ie Commission assumes 3.5 individual per household.
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existing 16-inch feeder line. This line is vulnerable to a single-contingency failure.
Additionally, a significant portion of SJG's system also is vulnerable to a single contingency
failure of SJG's existing 20-inch pipeline from Union Road Station to Estell Manor Station, the
primary major supply line to the eastern and southern parts of the SJG service territory. Up to
142,000 customers located east and south ofthe Union Road Station, 28,700 of which are located
in the Pinelands Area, could be vulnerable to a gas outage if this gas supply line is disrupted:
during winter heating months. SJG reliability modeling shows that if this line were disrupted at
evex-3Awinter temF~eratures as high as30 degrees F, approximately 61,000 customers initially
would lose gas service, with the number quickly growing to 120,0:00:customers when supply
from SJG's McKee City LNG facility is exhausted. The construction of the proposed pipeline
will enhance greatly the reliability of the eastern and southern portions of SJG's service territory
by enabling an alternative route for gas to be supplied to the coastal areas of Atlantic and Cape
May County, which no longer would be subject to single contingency failures. The Project also
will improve gas supply availability and pressures to feed' these areas on peak and near-peak
days, thereby potentially reducing the need for ~~~~.=nadditional pipe. installations in the
future, many of which would likely be located vt~thn the Pinel'ands Area.
~G.

BPU Jurisdiction and Process
BPU's Jurisdiction:
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^~~'z«,~z"~;r-SJ.G is a public uti,lity under BPiT's jw•isdiction. The authority of the BPU to regulate
and supers ise public utilities is defined in N.J.S.A. 48:2-13. Specifically, the BPU h1s `=general
supervisie~n an~l~.c~ulation o ~ <md jurisdiction end control over all public utilities" including their
'•'property, property~rights, equipment, facilities and franchises so far as may be necessary for the
.
..
purpose of carrying out
*~~"'('itle .4£,. "I'he BPU's authority over utilities extends beyond its express statutory
powers and includes incidental powers that the agency needs to fulfill its statutory mandated
duties. A. A. Mastrangelo, Inc. v. Comm'r ofDept. ofErrvl. Prot., 90 N.J. 666,683-84(1982).
This sweeping grant of power is "intended to delegate the widest range of regulatory power over
utilities to the Board." Twp. ofDeptford v. Woodbury Terrace Sewerage Corp., 54 N.J. 418,424
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iJnder Title 44, the BPtJ is char~:ed with appro~•ing all utility franchises granted after May I.
19l 1. N..T.S.A, d8:2-14. By definition. `~a franchise is a E~rivilege of a public nature conferred by
Qovernment on an individual or corporation to do that `~~hich does noC belong to the ci~irens of
the country ei~l.l~bv common right.°" Ire re Petition of;South Lati:ewoocl YYater Co.,61 N.J.
230. 238(1972). '`Tn the case of public utilities, it means permission t~ operate a business.
peculiarl~of a ~ubiic nature and genei•ally monopolistic." lbid.
The BPU has granted SJG a right to provide natural gas service within the southernmost seven
counties in New Jersey. The company provides essential gas service#~ approximately 360,000
homeowners and business customers and operates approximately 6,200•miles of pipeline
o...;.,, ..o
~+o....oa *„cry .,, .. .:ao .,
throughout its service territory.?~ ~~~~~"~~~ ~
o :t ..,.~.:o,...,, ,.,,...,,:., ,. ~i:

,....:..,...

,

>
,~
v that cnd.
..
the BPI? re ug later SJG's operations including, but not limited'-to its service quality, customer
service and billing practices, safety, construction specifications, accounting, financing and
auditing. Sec N.J.S.A. X8:2-13 et scq.. N.J.S.A. ~ti:;- t et sccU NiJ::~..~. 48:9-5 et sea.
The BPU's jurisdiction over public utilities,- such as SJG, is

,

.broad.
For example~36'-s,~ublic utitity rates may not be changed without Board approval(N.J.S.A.
48:2-21; N.J.A.C.14:i~-5.12); ~3f a~~ublic utility-.may be ordered to provide safe, adequate and
proper service (N.7.S.A. 4:8.:2-23); ~.a public utili:t~~ may not terminate customers, except in
accordance with BPU regulations (N.J.S.A. 48:2,2'4; N.J.A.C. 14:3-3A.1 et seq.); X36 a public
utilitti. must,get BPU approval to construct certain major pipelines, such as this one(N.J.S.A.
48:10-2.et seq; N.J.A..C. 14:7-1.4);~~ public utility may not issue stocks, bonds or other
evidence of indebtedness without Board approval (N.J.S.A. 48:3-9; N.J.A.C. 14:1-5.9); £.36 a
public wGili~ may not mortgage its properties without Board approval (N.J.S.A. 48:3-7; N.J.A.C.
14:1-5.9):~a public utilitti may not abandon service without BPU approval (N.J.S.A. 48:224; N.J.A.C: -14:3-3A.1 et seq.);~a public utility may not close a customer service office
without Board approval (N.J.A.C. 14:3-5.1); and S36 a public utiliik may not provide service in
anew location without Board approval.(N.J.S.A. 48:2-27; N.J.A.C. 14:3-8.1 et seq.). There is an
entire Subchapter of the New Jersey Administrative Code related to construction and installation
of gas facilities (N.J.A.C. 14:6-1.1 et seq.).There is also an entire Chapter of Title 48 of the New
Jersey Statutes Annotated related to gas companies.(N.J.S.A. 48:9-1 et seq.)
2.

BPU Process

—

,,.- - Formatted: Underline, Font color: Auto

The F3PL1 is the State entity char,ed ~~~ith regulatina~ublic utilities, includine but not limned to
gas utilities, such as SJG. The Municipal Land IJse Law at N.J.S.A. ~40:~SD-19 authorizes the
13YU to ~~rder that zoningsite plan revie~~- and all other municipal land use ordinances or
rceulations promulgated under the auspices of T'itic CFO of the New Jerseti~ Statutes and the Land
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Use Act shall not annh~ to a development aronosed by a public utility for installation in more
than one municipality for the furnishing of service. [n order to issue such an order, E3YU. upon
petition and after a hcarin~, must decide that the proposed installation of the development in
question is reasonably necessa~ti for• the ser~~ice, convenience or welfare of the public. N.J.S.A.
4Q:SSD-19. Thz phrase "for the service, convenience, or welfare of the aub~ic" is not limited to
the local group benefited by the zonine ordinance. but rather refers to the whole "public"
s rved by the utility In re Public Service Electric &Gas Co 35 N J 358 376-77(1961)
Moreover. the standard of reasonableness does not reauire that the proposed use be absolute
or indispensable, only that it is reasonably necessary for the public service. convenience or
re.. , ,1.,1 ., +. .,;~. „4.J_tis„ ~,.ae..o,a 1.J, ~l,o
welfare. D,,..,...,.....,. rr T_c n . nv_~ iz c,..,+~,
,.L` ,.F:,.
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Id. It is the I~PU's obligation to weigh all interests atld facCors in.li~~ht of the entire factu~ll
>icture and adiudicate the existence or non-eyistcnce of reasoiaable necessity therefrom. ld.
SJG has Tiled a number of petitions r~~ill~ the Board re ag rdin~ the proposed pipeline. In its first
petition, South Jersey sought BPU's appr,~vatof the Standard Gas,Service Agreement(the
"Agreement")entered into between South'Jersey and.R.C. Cape May I-Ioldings. UM/O South
Jersey Gas Co. and RC Cape May Holdings,LLC,Docket No.6013010052(Order Apri129,
2013). Byway of Order dated Apri129, 2013,:the Board`exercised its jurisdiction over SJG and
authorized the negotiated rate. The Board found',;inter alia,;that the rates were based on cost of
service and the value of'service considerations required by SJG's tariff.
In its second petition, South Jersey sought approval to construct the proposed pipeline. I/M/O
South Jersey Gas Co. for Authorization to Construct a 24-inch Pipeline, Docket No.
6013030202 ('Order dune 21, 2013). By way of Order dated June 21, 2013, the Board found,
based upon the presentation of evidence and consideration of public testimony at a public
hearing, that construction. of the proposed pipeline was reasonable and in compliance with all
relevant Federal and State requirements. The Board went on to exercise its jurisdiction approving
SJG's request to construct .the pipeline subject to, inter alia, any future Memorandum of
Understanding between the Board and the Pinelands Commission.
Recently, SJG filed~a petition with the BPU pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40:SSD-19 requesting a
determination from the ~3PU that its proposed construction of the proposed natural gas pipeline
was "reasonably necessary for the service, convenience or welfare of the public. 'T''~~~ ~r~~~~~~~~
~-~~.o ,,,r„„:,.:„,,, r ,.,,a r r,.e r „ ,,.,,,,..:.,o~ +i.o nnr_r +„ and, in accordance thereto, issue an order
that zoning, site plan review and all other municipal land use ordinances or regulations
promulgated ••~~'~-'"~ ~..~~:~~~ ~~'ptu•suant to Title 40 of the New Jersey Statutes and the Land
Use Act shall not apply-te-a" the BLE pipeline development ^~~~~~~a'^•. ~ ~.,'~':^ .,*:,:'., F

deve4e~►e~proie:et. afieclin~; Ne~v Jerscv municipalities in
..
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~ arious counties, including Maurice River To~~mship in Cumberland.the
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The Pinelands CMP (N.J.A.C. 7:50-4.52(c)2) authorizes the Commission to enter into
intergovernmental memoranda with any agency of the Federal; State or local government which
authorizes such agency to carry out specified development activities that may not be fully
consistent- with the provisions of the CMI', specifically the land use and environmental standards
set forth at N.J.A.C. 7:50-5 and 6. The agency must demonstrate,,and the Commission must find,
that any proposed development that is nat fully consistent with the standards of the CMI' is
accompanied by measures that will, at a minimum, afford an equivalent level of protection of the
resources of the Pinelands as would be .provided through strict application of the CMP's
t
standards. Id.
The BPU has jurisdiction over "all services necessary for the transmission and distribution of
electricity and gas, including, but not limited to safety jand~ reliability.-_' N.J.S.A. 48:2-13.d. ~►e
,.,......,..,<i...,. »,....:i- ~;.,.~«,.,....,.....:„ ~+w,. e.,..,. ~a__Thus as discussed above
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Uiven that BPU is etercising its re~ulatory authority over
S.IG, the puUlic utilit}~ constructing the pipeline, and will continue to regulate distribution of g1s
through the pipeline, the construction of the proposed natural gas pipeline is specified
development that is being carried out under the jurisdiction of the BPU. Additionally, ~esat~se
SJG,asis a public utility, that is subject to the jurisdiction of the BPU, as part of this MOA,BPU
is agreeing to require SJG to undertake certain measures, discussed below, that will afford, at a
minimum, equivalent levels of protection to the resources of the Pinelands.
1.

Measures Proposed to Afford an Equivalent Level of Protection of
Pinelands Resources

As discussed above, the proposed natural gas pipeline project is consist with all applicable
standards of the Pinelands CMP, with the exception of the permitted use standards for a Forest
Area, N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23.b.12. As a result. measux~s that afford, al a minimeun, an equi~~alent
Ievel of ~irotection for the Forest Area ~s ~~~ould be k~rovideci through strict application of the
forest Area permitted use standards must be included-as •~~art of the proposed pipeline project.
Simply put. these measures must ensure that the intens ~5~ of de~~elopment in this Forest Ares
does not inorease as a result of the pr dosed pipeline devel~panen~ and that the impacts to the
resources of this Forest Area are no ~•eatcr than would occur if Che pi~~posed development were
comparable to uses that are permitted in the~Foi~est area pursuant ta-N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.23.

>

>

, ,~t~..,~~o~c~*a~ier~-fFi1+~~l=fcx=h~€{~tt~~~ir,,~:.~
~:.
o~,~~.i-~;--~-~~~~..~ :iu,~.__.,i.,,.~a_:..~>.._«i

'Land Preservation. Education .Research and Monitoring
Although there are 'no direct environmental impacts associated with the proposed natural gas
pipeline, the intent behind the Forest Management Area use standards is to ensure the long term
integrity of the Pinelands environment by establishing standards governing the character,
location and magnitude of development and use of land in this area, while encouraging
appropriate patterns of compatible development. N.J.S.A. 13:18A-9.b. and N.J.A.C. 7:50-5.21.
As a result one potential concern associated with the construction of the proposed pipeline in a
Forest Area is that it would result in pressure being exerted on the impacted municipalities and
the Commission, to change the land use and development intensities currently permitted within
the Forest, through which the pipeline traverses, to provide for increased development
(secondary impacts).
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In order to pro~~ide ~n equivalent le~~el of protection for the resources of'the Pinelands, ~ursunn2
to the terms of this M0~1, a subsequent Order issued by the 13YU and an MOA between the I31'C.~
and SJG, the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural gas pipeline. S.(G will be
required to contribute seven million ($7,70,000.00) seven hundred and ilfty thousand dollars
to~~~ards Pinelands Area land acquisition and educltion. Seven million dollars ($7 50,000.00)
will be placed into an interest bearing escrow account to fund the acquisiti~~n of land loclted
adjacent to the site of the proposed pipeline project located in a Forest Area. If after three vears
from execution of this MOA by the last Sienatory all of the tareeted lands have not been
fired then all remain' escrow finds and_all interest will be ~ilaced into the Pinelands
Consc.~~~at~on Fund tqr~c,qu~s T_ Qn c~f~~nd~ in,_ik~ ss~uth4rll_._~o~s,~fcsl__}zc~ztiyn._of Thy_=Pinc,lands
Area. i.e. south of the Atlantic City E~nress.
The acquisition of land along the site of the proposed pipeline within the Forest Area should
prevent these secondary impacts from coming to .fruition. In addition, given that there are two
large areas of State lands (Belleplain State Forest sand Peaslee Wildlife Management) in the
vicinity of pipeline project site, acquisition of land adjacent t~ the pipeline would also add
additional public open space to these important State holdings. Moreover, expanding the scope
of the lands to be acquired after three years to encompass the totality of the southern forest
secures two important benefits to the Pinelands Area. First, it ensures that an equivalent level of
protection is provided to offset the development of the proposed pipeline in a timely fashion.
Second, it will address the potential for additional p}~eline projects.cutting through the Pinelands
Forest Areas, by providing additional funds that can used for the permanent preservation of lands
located in Pinelands Forest Areas.
SJG will also be required to contribute two hundred (~SA;AAA~AA~-and fifty thousand dollars
($250.000.00) to finance the eens{r•Ete~iet~implementafion of a pinelands education center within
the Richard J. Sullivan center at the iPtnelands Commission's offices. The proposed natural gas
pipeline has';generated significant interest..n the Pinelands and its resources. The pinelands
education.'center will advance the Commission's mission of educating the public as to the
importance of this very special region.
SJG will 'also be required to contribute five hundred ($~AA;AAA}-thousand dollars ($~OO,000Zto
~ be used by the Commission for
the Commission to
ro Dram or research
Course, Pinclands Rescarcla Series, or anv other educational'
evaluation of the resources ofthe
projects involving '.
.~~;+ lvhether undertaken bti~ the Commission—te--p~e~ide
Pinelands Area. T"~ ':,~~'^ ".:"
concerning the
research
and
F.,~iucation
r.
F•
~nthe Pinelands region is
ae~im~etance of'~~~..•....~•..~~ ~ ~•'~~~ a~.,~,~~w,~~~ ^~ '"~ ,.
a critical ~ of the n,~el~at~d~~1-~e~. '~ktr~gk►Commission's mission. With these funds, the
continue to conduct qualitX
Commission will be able to
• .the generations of public
educational programs that inform '
about the rceion's uniyuc soil composition, the Kirkwood Cohancsv aquifer. its flora and fauna
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and other environmental and culture attributes that make tl~e Pinelands unique.
21

Air Quality Benefits

In addition to the monetary measures discussed above, one of the most significant benefits
afforded by the construction of the proposed pipeline is the repowering of the BLE plant from
coal to natural gas. Specifically, the conversion of BLE plant to natural gas will yield both air
rv~riei~ ti•om
;
quality and water quality benefits~it~. Substantial reductions in. air emissions
the
Pinelands.
need
of
a
has-been
long
the i3L[i plant have
The NJDEP first identified the need for reduction in the air emissions generated at the BLE plant
in its 1980 Air Quality Assessment ofthe New Jersey Pinelands, in which the plant was identified
as a source of air pollution within the Pinelands. Concerting ;the BLE .p,lant to natural gas will
dramatically reduce a host of air pollutants, including sulfur dioxide wfiich produces acid rain,
nitrogen oxides which produce smog, carbon dioxide which contributes to etimate change, and
mercury which bioaccumulates in Pinelands fish. Natural gas produces less than,-teri(10) percent
of the criteria air pollutants and hazardous air pollutants produced by coal. The NJDEP, at the
Commission staff's request, undertook an air quality modeling analysis to assess the air quality
benefits of repowering the BLE plant on the Pinelands Area. Based on that analysis, NJDEP
concluded that up to a 40.9% to 41.4%o reduction in the ma~cimum existing background 1-hour
and 3-hour sulfur dioxide concentrations would occur as a result oFthe repowering. NJDEP also
predicted reductions in the existing background levels of 1-hour nitrogen dioxide (NOZ)
concentrations and 2-hour fine particulate (PMz:S)in the Pinelands. These reductions in air
pollutant emissions and air pollution concentrations over the Pinelands Area are expected to
provide the following environmental benefits: 1) lest potential for acute and chronic damage to
plants due to reduced- 3.02 concentrations; 2) less, acid rain formation due to reduced SOZ and
NOX emissions, benefittirig plants, lakes, fish ana wildlife; 3) reduced ozone damage to plants
and vegetation due to lower ozone. concentrations as a result of a reduction in NOX, an ozone
precursor; 4) mproued visibility over the P.inelands Area and 5) a 94% reduction in allowable
mercury emissions that will benefit fish and animals that eat fish, as well as the overall
environment.

3)

Environmental Conditions

13PU would also rewire S.IU Co compl~~~~ilh construction practices and environmental
conditions that would further reduce the potential impacts of the proposed ~ipcline project on the
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resources of the Pinelancis Area. Thzse em~ironmental conditions are set forth in Attachment B
end includes measures such as I) fhe re~en~ion oP an independent biologist and an independent
eneineer, both of ~~•hom ~~~ill be ap.~oved by the Commission. to monitor construction of the gas
pipeline and ensure nn adverse impacts occur to the resources of the Pinelands Area during
construction: 21 preparation and Commission aupro~~al oPa HDD Break Out Contin~encv Plan to
delinelte steps that will be taken to contain any breal: oul of bentonite drilling mud; and 3)
backfillinQ of the trenches with excavated soils to prevent incursion of invasive species.
lli.

III.

AGREEMENTS___________

A.

The BPU agrees that:

0.5", No
,- -- ~ Formatted: Indent: Hanging:
bullets or numbering
"Formatted: Font: Bold, Underline
Formatted: Underline

1.

It will issue an Order to the public utility proposing to construct the
proposed natural gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.-C.above incorporating the requirements ofParagraphs III;A.l through
—11 of this MOA and the.~nvironmental Conditions set forth-in
Attachment B.

2.

It will require the uublic utility urou~s~g to construct the llronosed n1 u
~ elZ ii~e ~Zoieed.'s~eli~iea~ed in Para~r~izlt~_,I
det~ed ~-~~gr~t~~-T~-G.above to construct the project in
accordance with the list of documents set forth in Attachment A attached
hereto and made a part hereof

3.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
•gas pipeline project delineated,n Paragraph II—~.C. above to satisfy all
of the obligatiions of this MOA and the Pinelands CMP,unless a deviation
therefrarn is expressly authorized by this agreement.

4.

tt ~vi~(1 require the vuUlic utility uroposina to construct the ur~posed natural
gas. b~:jieline ~~rpj~ct delineated in Paragraph Ii.C.
`...b

above to obtain any and all certificates,
licenses, consent, approvals or permits required from any local, State
and/gr Federal entity prior to commencing construction of the project. No
;,part of this MOA is intended to release the public utility from its
responsibility to obtain all other required local, State and/or Federal
approvals.
5.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.—C. above to comply with
all of the environmental conditions set forth in Attachment B, attached
hereto and made a part hereof, and the terms of this agreement.
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6.

It will require the public utility proposing to construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.—C:. above to provide
notice to the Pinelands Commission staff seven(7)days prior to
commencing any clearing or construction activities for the project.

7.

It will require the public utility to deed restrict the entire right of way for
the proposed pipeline located in the Pinelands designated Forest Area
against any future connections of any kind, including interconnections
proposed by the utility.

8.

It will require the public utility proposing fo construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II.C. to prohibit the future
conversion of this pipeline from transmission of natural gas to oil.

9.

Any material deviation from or modification to the proposed natural gas
L. above and the
pipeline project as delineated'in Paragraph II.
application to the
farmal
require
will
A'
Attachment
in
listed
documents
Pinelands Commission in accordance with the Pinelands CMP and no
clearing or construction activities regarding such deviation may occur
until an application tias been completed~and the Pinelands Commission
has approved the {itejee~cieviation or modification.

10.

It agrees that the public utili.ty'proposing to'construct the proposed natural
gas pipeline project delineated in Paragraph II~'~~•~~ ~'~~" ~••~•~~~'~ *'~~
~law+~g(':. above shall contribute a total of seven million seven hundred
and tli~~• thatisand dollars t.~8.000.000.001 to the Pineland Conservation
~uncl. This contribution sh~ilt::be submitted to the Commission within
thirEZ(3~ ela~~s of execu~ion'~f this MUA by the last signatoi~~. ~fhis
contributican shalt'b~ dedicated bathe Commission as outlined belo~~•:
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a.

Seven million(~23A;AAA:99~-two hundred and
fifty thousand dollars x($7,250.000.00) to he
placed in the Pinelands

~---~--' Formatted: Heading 5,Indent: Left: 2.5",
Hanging: 0.5"

Conservation fund —Land
Acyuisiti~n Account :These runds shall be used to
fund the acquisition and permanent preservation of
the lands set forth in Attachment C for a period of
three 31 vears following execution of this
agreement by the lasts n~ atorv. At the end of that
three(3 vear period, all funds remaining in that
escrow account:and anv and al] interest accrued to
that account shal`l.:be *~~~~~'^..»"a *~ ~'~~ D:~~,~~a~
Eense~vva~iei~ban~z4es~~~~eeeu~~~e~utilaed for the acquisition of land in the southern
,,e_d
+~es~t
.~r
forested'portions of the Pinelands Area; i.e. fo
lands south of the Atlantic City Expressway. 7YiC5C'
.
~~.''
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>

;b.

T~~~o hundred

and':
~s~~r_~~~r.T..s!esr.- -

,.
~

^ ~~~`..:'~..+:~~ ~FQ fifty dtousancl dollars($250,000
.dollars of ~.vhich shall
~'~~~~r•~~*~~~ ~'•~~abeused to finance t-~e~~a~implementation of a pinelands education center
in the Richard J. Sullivan Center at the Pinelands
Commission's offices in New Lisbon, New Jersey; and
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n ~~„'..:~,.t:~~ ~FQFive hundred thousand dollars
X500,000 of which shall be moused by the D~~
~~*~' ~~•~~~~~for
Commission *~ ~~~a ~ ~*~ *~ ~
educltion based initiatives such Wo►•Id Wide Water•
Monitoring Day. Pinelands Short Course. Pinelancls
an ~ oy liter
research series or
education based initiatives or research projects~g
~~'~~*;~~ ~ ~"~~~~~~~~ ~° undertakzn by the ~esea~es-

~ea~Commission..
11.

It will require the public utility to.renerate and provide the Pinelands
Commission with
eauarterl~,pipeline pressure monitoring reports. monthl~~~ .'visual ins ection
reports and annual leak surveys>for the newly constructed'pipel ne, for ~
the time period -commencing upon.the first-,day of operation of the
pipeline and continuing in perpetuity.
~..,~'~-~, ~R~~~. Additionally, it will.require the public utility tom
notify the Pinelands ~!bm~aission immediately tit any gas Icaks or other
structural integrity issues ~~~i[h the ne~~ pipeline or an}' other issues with
the ~~ipeline that might afFect hhe Pinelan~secosystem; 2)address any
issues identified by such monitoring expeditiously. ~^~•~~'~~~: ~~'w~~~

~1nd 3)require the clean-u~
aild`restoration ~f any area im~cted. including. but note~~e*
~i i. ncn ^r.c,n n. Qi ~ ~w„ nn~ ~ „
.

., rl...* ;r .,,;It;

..I.,o.. lle..ol...-....o..r ....r:.,:t:e~ r.. L.o
.~,I.:..L. ,.:N,.~...7:«~..tl., .. „a;..~..rl..
~
s
..l o+e 4:,r .~o..:~:.,., ~.
A..~..
D:....1.....7..
41,.E
..~.i',,,,t...7 . ,;kt..:..
0
o..+ ,...to~~ :t re~;,,o~~Cow*:F;...,+o .,f R:1:....
!1«;70.. 4.... ~.,,.L.-.., ..of:+:~.., ..
nl..+:..« ..F .,.........,.,1 ..F .i e..ol...-....e..* ;

— ~,;~
creation, em~.ironmental remediation, elc.

,o.i 4.., ft,o D:.~.ol.,.~,.i..

.limited to re-vegetation. habitat
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The P.inelands Commission agrees that:
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Based on its review ofthe documents listed in Attachment A,the
provisions of the Pinelands CMP and the terms of this MOA,including the
Environmental Conditions delineated in Attachment B, and with the
exception of the standard for which a deviation is being granted pursuant
to this MOA,the project as proposed is consistent with the minimum
requirements of the Pinelands CMP. The proposed natural gas pipeline
project as delineated in Paragraph II, above is deemed approved and no
further action by the Commission, or its staff, shall be required regarding
the proposed natural gas pipeline project unless Chere is a deviation from
or modification to the proposed natural gas pipeline project as discussed in
Paragraph III.A.7 above.
--- Formatted: indent: Left: 1.5"

_. 'I:he contribution
provided in accordance with Paca~-i=ap11.1 tLA.10. ab~~%c:shall be refundable
to the pati~ee until all ~p~~lican(e a~~pe~l periods have be~~ exhausted and
construction ,including site ~~i~i;p~ration: ~~n the ~~osed na~u ~~il
~peline has commenced._
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~.

It agrees to use the contribution made by the public utility in accordance
with Paragraph III.A.8 above, as follows: 1)$7,250,000 million for land
acquisition as delineated in Paragraph III.A.8.a; 2)$250,000 to construct a
pinelands education center at its offices in New Lisbon, New Jersey and 3)
$500,000

pinelands education center.
C.

General 'I'crms

Nn Si~natory P~rly intends t~ create in any other individuat.oc entity Ule
1.
status of third part~beneliciary• and this MOA shall nc~l lie construed so as to create such status.
The rights, duties, and obligations contained in this MOA sh•~ Il operate only between the ~aarties
to this MOA,and'shall accrue solely to the benefit of the ~u~te;s to this MOA.The provisions of
this MOA ire intended only io assist the l~~irties in determining ~iiad performing their obligations
under this MOA.The parties to this MOt1 intciad and expressl~~rec: that onl~pai•ties
sianatorl to this MOA shall have any le aY~ i~r equitable ciaht to seek to enforce the MOA.
AI~IZ- In the event of ni~n-com~liancc ~b}~ either Yarty with ~n~~ of the
2.
terms or conditions of this A;reeir~ent, each Panty shall leave the right to deem the non-complaint
Party in default. after ~~i~aviding the non-compl~~in'g Party fifteen (1 ~)days ~rritten notice and
reasonable o~partunity t~:cure. Urn 1 determination of default. the parties agree to meet «~ithin
lifteen (l~) dales of the decec~linati:on n'Pele[ault to-work cooperatively, and in goad faith, to
resolve anv.c ispute arisii~~ out~F the terms cif t} is Agreement. iilcludin~, default. If the parties
are unable to amic<ibl~~ resol~•e s~:ich dispute. the parties agree to resolve the matter through
bi.ndin'g ~3rbitralion.
3.
Sever~ltility- In the event that andprovision of this Agreement shall be
determined feii• any reason to;:be im~alid. ille~ll or unenforceable in 1ny court of corn~etent
jurisdiction. the Parties herel~~ shall ne~otiafe in good Paifh to agree to such amendments.
modifications or su~~ticinents of or to this n~rcement or to such other appropriate actions to
honor the intentions oi'the Parties as retlected herein. Not~rithstandin~ any such determination,
the determina[ian shall not invaliciace or render any ocher provision of this Agreement
unenforecable.

~-~:

EFFECTIVE DATE AND DURATION
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IV.

1.

In accordance with N.J.S.A. 13:18A-5(h), this MOA shall take effect following the
conclusion of the Governor's review period and/or approval ofthe Pinelands
Commission meeting minutes authorizing entry of this MOA and then upon approval
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and signature by the authorized representative of both parties.
2.

This MOA shall remain in a ford and effect F~ ~.,~ ~"•.~~~~ from its effective date
unless one of the following occurs:
i.

It is amended by written consent of both parties; or

ii.

Both parties mutually agree, in writing, to otherwise terminate this agreement.
,,
,.
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V.

NEW JERSEY PINELANDS COMMISSION

Date:

~

By:
Nancy Wittenberg, Executive Director

Approved as to form by:

By:
~~:~*~~ u,.:~~~~,:~~, Deputy Attorney General
State of New Jersey

NEW JERSEY BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES

Date:
Executive Director
Approved as to form by:
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By:
Deputy Attorney General
State of New Jersey
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ATTACHMENT B
Environmental Conditions "`-r=:a~~~`'^~•'=,o~.~~;
,• Formatted: Font color: Auto, Not All cap

.General Conditions.

_________-~=---- Formatted: Font: Bold

1. Any areas disturbed as a result of construction activities shall be graded to natural
conditions and seeded with native Pinelands grass species as'sNecified in the plans
delineated iu Attachment A.
2. Only native Pinelands species as sE~ecitied by the plans delineated in Attachment A
shall be used for ~e~ege~a~ie~re-vegetation purposes..
3. All soils excavated to construct the trenches for installation of the natural gas pipeline
shall be removed and stockpiled and then used to backfill the trenches, where
appropriate. The topsoil shall be re-used but if soil unsuitable for bacicfill is
encountered it ~~ill be removed to a suitable location outside of the Pinelands Area
unless~nrovai to dispose of ttie:e~cess soil within tlae Pinelands Area is obtained
from the Commission's Executive Uir~ctor is obtained in accordance with Paraera}~h
7 below. Additionally, either soil fi~om.the t~•enches or suita~l.e native soil will be used
to backfill the h~ench.
4. The use of herbicides for future vegetation management purposes shall be prohibited
in any portion of the ROW.
5. The limits of the-proposed area of disturbance as depicted on the plans submitted to
the Commission and.delneated in Attachment A shall be marked in the field using silt
fence and c~ran~e plastic ~constructii~il fencing.
6;. All vegetation removed during construction shall be lawfully disposed of outside of
the Pinelands Area,. unless the Executive Director approves the disposition of
vegetative material on sites within the Pinelands Area. Such approval must be
obtained from the Executive Director prior to the disposition of any vegetative
material on sites within the Pinelands Area.
7. No construction debris or excess fill shall be disposed of in the Pinelands Area
without the prior approval of the Pinelands Commission's Executive Director.
8. No off-site storage/staging areas (i.e. locations for the storage, temporary or
otherwise, of equipment or materials) for the project, beyond those previously
reviewed by the Pinelands Commission staff and included within the documents set
forth in Attachment A, shall be located within the Pinelands Area unless approved by
the Pinelands Commission Executive Director prior to their use.
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9. The Pinelands Commission staff shall be permitted to inspect construction activities to
ensure compliance with the conditions set forth in this agreement.
10. Any minor modifications to the proposed construction plans for the proposed natural
gas pipeline as identified in Attachment A involving development activities that will
occur within the Pinelands Area shall be submitted to the Pinelands Commission's
Executive Director for review and approval prior to commencing any development
activities in such areas, including, but not limited to site preparation.
11.
~~,

_.

..
5

b
..,.Liw.l~a.., .. ,. 1_,.:,,...
csvcrr~rrcrcri~v--vcrrab-~i~

b.

—
•
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12. All recommendations set forfih in.the Cultural Resource Survey report entitled Phase
IB-I:I Cultural Resource,Sui•vey Report-shall be implemented. ~"~~~a'^ -^F-~~~~

13. In the proposed ster~~;e-area$-~ker~ereconflured storage areas 7 and 10, as identified
in tt~e Phase TB-li Cultural Resource Survey report, located adjacent to uotential
cultural resources
~er~),sift fencing and orange plastic s~consh•~~etion fencing shall be
installed at the'liirit of disturbance.
14. If proposed reconfi ured storage areas land 10;are to be utilized at any point during
the construction, the public utility shall have a qualified archeologist present during e~
~+~-tea_ ~-~~~,initial
~~*~-~~«;~~ —= ~~~..w.•
site pre}_aration in
nll tim
---y
--------=o ~~
------ ------ ~~-~~~
°°--=----------=~------^ •••w~~
--were discovered are not
resources
cultural
where
order to ensure that the areas
disturbed and *'mot'-,T-~,~.~o observe site preparation for archeological artifacts or
within
otp ential resources of significance
ttie project area.
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15. In accordance with N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.158(b), if, at any time after construction of the
project has commenced, archeological artifacts or resources of potential significance
are discovered within the project area or an serge/staging area, the public utility
will immediately cease construction activities, notify the Pinelands Commission, and
contact its cultural resource consultant to determine the appropriate treatment for such
artifacts or resources. Treatment shall include, if possible, shifting of the proposed
pipeline route ~e away from the site of the artifacts or resources and any other steps
suggested by the cultural resource consultant to protect the archeological artifacts or
resources of potential significance.
Wetlands
16. 9ispes~}No disposal of soil, excavated dir~;or othe~~wise;, vegetation, piping or any
other materials shall~ be permitted in wet(aids or within 300 feet oi' w.etlands
. Tempo.rar~,:
("wetland buffers" during construction
stockpiling of piping or other materials ece~t~shall not be ~errnitted in wetlands or
..,:.w:~ inn ~o. ,.F...o.,,,,,a..~,etland buffers unless;shown on the approved- plans.
17. Appropriate soil conservation measures, such as instaFlation of~ia~alessilt fencing,
ex~aEieesediment from entering
shall be taken during construction to preclude
wetlands.
18. No activities shall occur in wetlands.:No:activities ~fl er~~than the temporary work
depicted on the.aN~~r~ved clans shall occur in or wet~'and buffers.

D;,,ot~...7,...«
~.ltt,~ofr
t......1 ....«.d;r;.,«...,.,.d ..00.d o.d .,,;tl, „~+;~.o
«..,~l o,i t...,..
. ...~~r~~.....-.......».........
"...... ~ .......».... b
...v ................v............., .,.......~~..~.. ..

~

~+

'ciiJ'

.
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?&19. No new or additional storage/staging areas (i.e. locations for the storage, temporary
or otherwise, of equipment or materials for the project) shall be located within
wefl'ands or ~tr-eas wthn'nn ~~~ ~~'.,.~~,~ra~wetland buffers unless approved by the
Pinelands Commission Executive Director prior to utilization of such areas.
x:20.No culverts or 'fill may be placed or deposited into wetlands or areas within 389~~~ ~~~~~~*'~~a^ wetland buffers to create access roads, temporary or otherwise, for
the construction of the new pipeline.
~?21.No refueling shall occur within wetlands or areas within ~^^ ~~' ~F..,~«,~~a~
,.~...,....ea,o~:..,..,,.+:.,:+;o~ ~.~,etland buffers with the exception of refueling on
paved roadways and all refueling must include secondary containment..
..:4:..4:..r.

Threatened or Endaneered Species
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X22.Armes"~5~~52I~~~nSlepellde~~b_iSLl9~l~t., e~a~~~~Y~h~t~ub(ic~tili~x_~n_d_.~iziztov~sl~zY.

the Pinelands Commission qualified in the identification ofthreatened and
ndanEered plants and animals and their habitats. as delineated at N.J.A.C. 7:50-6.27
nd 6.33. shall be present during such times and locations where clearine and/or
csms~zu~ii~n_actt_~tie~_~re ben~s~u~estak~n_Tlt~._bioJo~i~CsLsh~l.l en~«c~_t1~_~~~learn~
and/or construction techniques be~g~~il~zed do not adverse~y_im~act anv habitat
critical to the survival of anv threatened and%or endangered species of animals or
plants and that anv such ulants and animals discovered durine construction are
~2r_2teFt~s~,.A~ci~nal(y the__bio~~ist_sl~all er~s.~te th~~~ll ~1ur_eatene~i ar~_er~~.~~.t.~ere~i._.
~ecies BMPs identified in the Urn eliveated in Attachment~ ar_e being followed at_
all times durine construction.
23. The biologist shall also work in conjunction with the independent engineer to
minimize the down river impacts that inav result from a break out durin~~the HDD
process. This shall include monitorine of the x~aterwaV crossin f~ or anv siens of
breakout to ensure prompt response.
- --------------------------------------------- —

- -----------------------------

24~The Pinelands Commission shad be notified immediately if any threatened and/or
endangered species of plants or animals or habitat critical to their survival are
discovered dur-ing construction. All clearing or construction activities in the vicinity of
such species or critical habitat shall immediately cease pending direction from the
Pinelands Commission Executive Director..During that time, the public utility shall
authorize the biologists) retained in compliance with Paragraph 11 above to take all
possible steps to.ensure. that such species or critical Habitats are protected.
Horizontal Direcfional.Drillin~
25. The,public utility shall provide thePinelands Commission's Executive Director with a
copy of the Horizontal llirectional Drilling(HDD)Break Out Mitigation Contingency
Plan proposed to be utilized for all HDDs to be conducted during construction of the
pipeline. No HDD activities shall occur until the Executive Director has approved
such plan.
26. Appropriate measure's, such as installation of silt fence, hay bales, inflatable berm,
etc. shall be taken during HDDs to prevent the discharge of bentonite to wetlands,
streams or any other water body or beyond the immediate confines of the drill site-

27. The public utility shall have employees trained in HDD on the site to monitor drill
hole pressures and to walk the area in which the HDD is being conducted to identify
any potential break outs of bentonite. Additionally, such employees shall be
responsible for immediate implementation ofthe Mitigation Contingency Plan should
a break out occur.
x:28.Should a bentonite break out occur, the public utility shall immediately cease HDD
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activities and contain the area of the break out to the smallest feasible area.
Additionally, the public utility shall within 24 hours notify the Pinelands
Commission's Executive Director of the location of the break and advise as to the
response actions being taken to address the break out in accordance with the approved
Mitigation Contingency Plan,______ __ _ __________ _ ________________________________ _________ _ ____•-- Formacsed: Font: Not sofa
3S:?9. -The public utility shall engage an independent geae~~engineer, approved by the ~--~~ -- Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25",space
Before: 12 pt, Tab stops: o.2s", List tab
Commission to be on site during all phases of-HDD and other drilling activities to
ensure all such activities are conducted in accordance with all approved plans. (~teeelThe engineer shall be 1
registered professional engineer and have proven ex~eri'ence`iii the installation of large
_..--- Formatted: Font: Not Bold
'~.
diameter pipelines using the HDD method..
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